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theorem We also develop conditional OSA, including initiality, completeness. and McKinsey- 
Malcev quasivariety theorems. and we reduce OSA to (conditional) MSA, which allows lifting many 
known MSA results to OSA. Retracts, which intuitively are left inverses to subsort inclusions, 
provide relatively inexpensive run-time error handling. We show that it is safe to add retracts to any 
OSA signature. in the sense that it gives rise to a conservative extension. A final section compares 
and contrasts many different approaches to OSA. This paper also includes several examples 
demonstrating the Rexibility and applicability of OSA, including some standard benchmarks like 
STACK and LIST, as well as a much more substantial example. the number hierarchy from the 
naturals up to the quaternions. 
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The essence of order-sorted algebra (OSA) is a partial ordering d on a set S of sorts; 
this suhsovt relation imposes the restriction on an S-sorted algebra A that if s<s’ in 
S then A, z A,,, where A, denotes the set of elements of sort s in A. A major motivation 
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is to correctly handle erroneous and meaningless expressions, such as the top of an 
empty stack or division by zero. This has been an important problem from the earliest 
days of the algebraic approach to abstract data types [34]. Error algebra was a first 
try at a more elegant solution [ 161, but, unfortunately, error algebra specifications do 
not always have initial algebras [64]. OSA, which originated in [17], provides what 
now seems a fully satisfactory and very flexible approach that provides: 
(1) several forms of polymorphism and overloading; 
(2) error definition, detection, and recovery; 
(3) multiple inheritance; 
(4) selectors when there are multiple constructors; 
(5) retracts, which (intuitively) are left inverses to subsort inclusions; 
(6) partial operations made total on equationally defined subsorts; 
(7) an operational semantics that executes equations as (left-to-right) rewrite rules; 
and 
(8) a rigorous model-theoretic semantics for all these features. 
The research reported here supports OBJ, a programming language with math- 
ematical semantics given by order-sorted algebra, and operational semantics given by 
order-sorted term rewriting [lS, 13, 14,221. Our experience with OBJ shows that 
subsorts are enormously helpful in practice, since they can greatly improve both 
expressivity and readability. 
I. I. Type disciplines 
A type discipline for a programming language has two main benefits: 
(1) it facilitates conceptual clarity by making explicit the restrictions on the ar- 
guments and results of operations, and 
(2) it allows simple checks at program entry time that can catch many errors before 
compilation or execution are attempted. 
The most obvious type discipline is strony typing, where each operation has a fixed 
sequence of argument types and a fixed result type. Many-sorted algebra (MSA) 
formalizes this for first-order operations, by interpreting strongly typed syntax in 
many-sorted algebra. However, traditional strong typing is both too rigid and too 
inexpressive. Order-sorted algebra overcomes both limitations by combining two key 
ideas: inheritance and subsort polymorphism. 
1.1.1. Inheritance and pol)‘morphism 
Inheritance as a programming language feature developed from the Simula lan- 
guage [12], and intuitively corresponds to inclusion of concepts, as found in natural 
language. For example, we say that every hound is a dog and that every dog is 
a mammal, because our concept of mammal includes that of dog, which in turn 
includes that of hound. If we associate an extension to each concept, the set of objects 
that fall under it (e.g., the set of all hounds, or the set of all rational numbers), then 
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inclusion of concepts appears as set-theoretic inclusion of the corresponding exten- 
sions. The obvious way to formalize this kind of inclusion is by a partial ordering, that 
is, a reflexive, transitive, antisymmetric relation. For example, the names Natural, 
Integer, and Rat ional satisfy the relation 
Natural<Integer<Rational 
and their extensions, denoted N, Z, and Q, respectively, satisfy the corresponding 
subset inclusions, N E Z L Q. In order-sorted algebra, names such as Natural and 
Rat ional are called sorts, and belong to the syntax, while the extensions N, Z, Q 
belong to an interpret&on of the syntax, that is, to an (order-sorted) algebra. The 
syntax is called a signature and consists of a family of sorts, ordered by a partial order 
relation of inheritance, plus a family of operation symbols with appropriate type 
information as discussed below. 
A very attractive feature of standard mathematical notation is that it allows using 
one symbol for several different but related operations, so that in applying this symbol 
we may not even realize that we are moving about within the type hierarchy in a quite 
free way. This is nicely illustrated by the number hierarchy. We can add 2 + 2 (two 
naturals), or - 7 + 3 (an integer and a rational), or 4 + 3 (two rationals), or 2 + & (a 
natural and a rational). This flexibility comes from combining the “overloading” of the 
+ symbol for addition with inheritance among naturals, integers, and rationals, in 
such a way that no matter which addition is used, we get the same result from the same 
arguments, whenever they make sense. We summarize this situation by saying that 
+ is subsort polymorphic. As discussed in Section 1.1.2, this is only one of several 
different ways that the word “polymorphic” is used. 
I .I .2. Polymorphism is polymorphic 
The term “polymorphism” was introduced by Strachey to express the use of a single 
operation symbol with different meanings in a programming language. He distin- 
guished two main forms of polymorphism, which he called ad hoc and parametric. In 
his own words [75]: 
In ad hoc polymorphism there is no simple systematic way of determining the 
type of the result from the type of the arguments. There may be several rules of 
limited extent which reduce the number of cases, but these are themselves ad hoc 
both in scope and content. All the ordinary arithmetic operations and functions 
come into this category. It seems, moreover, that the automatic insertion of transfer 
functions by the compiling system is limited to this class. 
Parametric polymorphism is more regular and may be illustrated by an example. 
Supposefis a function whose argument is of type r and whose result is of type fl (so 
that the type offmight be written x+/j’), and that L is a list whose elements are all of 
type LX (so that the type of L is alist). We can imagine a function, say Map, which 
applies ,f in turn to each member of L and makes a list of the results. Thus 
Map[,f; LJ will produce a plist. We would like Map to work on all types of list 
provided ,f was a suitable function, so that Map would have to be polymorphic. 
However, its polymorphism is of a particularly simple parametric type which could 
be written (cc+/$ cnlist)-+plist, where ‘x and p stand for any types. 
Strachey’s distinction is based on the kind of semantic relationship that holds 
between the different meanings of an operation symbol, and it suggests a spectrum of 
possible styles for the multiple use of an operation symbol, in which the more 
“regular” the relationship is, the easier it is to do type inference, and the closer it is to 
parametric polymorphism: 
l LIP hoc in its strongest sense indicates semantically unrelated uses, such as + for 
both integer addition and Boolean disjunction. (Even in such an extreme case, there 
is still the tenuous connection that both instances of + are associative, com- 
mutative, and have an identity element.) 
l multiple representution when the uses are related semantically. but their representa- 
tions may be different, as with Strachey’s arithmetic system. 
l suhsort po~~wzorphism where the different instances of an operation symbol are 
related by inheritance (interpreted as subset inclusion) such that the result does not 
depend on the instance used. as with + for natural, integer, and rational numbers. 
l parametric’ pol~wuwphism, as in Strachey’s Map function; this is implemented in 
higher-order functional programming languages such as Hope [S], ML [39] and 
Miranda [77]. 
OSA distinguishes and supports all four styles of polymorphism. Ad bloc polymor- 
phism is supported by signatures in which the same symbol is used for sorts that are 
unrelated in the inheritance hierarchy; subsort polymorphism is inherent in the nature 
of OSA, as already explained. The implementation of arithmetic described by 
Strachey involves “transfer functions” (which might now be called “coercions”) to 
change the representation of numbers. But coercions are not needed for subsort 
polymorphic operations, since inheritance appears as subset inclusion of the data 
elements; also, for regular signatures (Definition 2.3), any expression involving subsort 
polymorphism has a smallest sort. OSA also nicely accommodates coercions and 
multiple representation polymorphism, as discussed in [29] and briefly reviewed in 
Section 1.5, while parametric polymorphism is provided by parameterized order- 
sorted algebras such as I,1 ST[X] that provide higher-order capabilities in a first- 
order setting [20]. These are called purameterixd objects in the OBJ language 
[13, 14, 181, and their semantics will be treated in Part III of this paper. 
The original vision of “logic programming” called for using pure first-order predi- 
cate calculus directly as a programming language [48]. As has been well-argued by 
Prolog advocates (e.g., [73]), this confers some important benefits, including: program 
simplicity and clarity (which can greatly ease program understanding, reusability, 
debugging, and maintenance); separation of logic and control; and identity of 
program logic with proof logic. In such a language, a high-level description of what 
a program does is actually a program, and can be executed. Prolog [ 10,9] only 
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partially realizes this vision, since it has many features with no corresponding feature 
in logic (e.g., cut, is, and assert), and also lacks some important features of logic 
(e.g., semantic equality and true negation). 
We believe that the many advantages claimed for logic programming are all 
compromised to the extent that it fails to realize a pure logic. Consequently, a major 
goal of our research has been to create powerful programming languages that are 
based upon pure logics and yet still support truly practical programming. An impor- 
tant advantage of logic-based languages is that they are more convenient for parallel 
machines, since the compiler and operating system can exploit whatever concurrency 
is actually available in the program and the particular target machine, because 
programs are not tied down to particular control strategies (sequential control in 
traditional imperative languages, and tasking, uendezoous, etc. in imperative languages 
having explicit concurrency). To this end, we have taken the broad view’ that a logical 
proyrafizrning lanyuuge 50 consists of: 
l a well-understood2 logical system .F together with two subclasses of sentence called 
statements and queries, 
such that 
an Y program 9 is a finite set of statements, 
every program has an initial w~odel,~ which gives its denotational semantics, 
operational semantics is a (reasonably efficient) form of deduction in .F, and 
a query is satisfied in an initial model of 9 if and only if it can be proven from 
.d (this is a form of completeness). 
We can now define an unswr to a query to be some property of a proof of the query; 
for example, we might extract a value for each variable that occurs in the query. This 
definition of logical programming explicates the perhaps more familiar notion of 
declurutiw programming, in which programs tell what properties the result should 
have, rather than how to calculate it. We claim that programs in logical programming 
languages are easier to read, understand, write, debug, reuse, modify, maintain, and 
verify; we also claim that it is easier to build environments to support such languages; 
in particular, it is easier to build debuggers (see [62] for a discussion of some serious 
difficulties that arise in trying to implement a debugger that can handle Prolog’s cut). 
Logical programming in this general sense includes: 
l ,functionul programming, where the logic is some kind of equational logic, i.e., a logic 
of the substitution of equals for equals; for example, OBJ is based on first-order 
order-sorted equational logic, and the usual higher-order functional programming 
languages can be seen as based upon higher-order equational logic. 
’ The basic intuitions for this view were expressed in [25] and formalized using institutions in 1191. The 
definition below is an informal exposition of the more recent formalization in [53]. 
*In particular. there should be reasonably simple notions of sentence, deduction, model, and satisfaction, 
preferably with a ~wnplereness theorent, saying that the notion of deduction is fully adequate for the notion 
of model, in the sense that given any set .Y of sentences. another sentence s can be deduced from .V if and 
only if every model of .lp satisfies S. 
3 In some sense. initial models are “standard” or “most prototypical” models; see below for more detail. 
l 
l 
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relational (i.e., predicate, or Horn clause, or “logic”) programming, where the logic is 
first-order Horn clause logic (without equality), as in pure Prolog [SO]. 
multiparadigm programming, by combining the underlying logical systems, for 
example, to get combined relational and functional programming from Horn clause 
logic with equality as in Eqlog [25], combined functional and object-oriented 
programming from reflective equational logic as in FOOPS [27], and all three 
paradigms together from a reflective Horn clause logic with equality as in FOOP- 
log [27]. 
Logical programming can be given a precise grounding using the notions of 
institution [21] and logical system [53], and this is in part responsible for the 
cleanliness and simplicity of the various languages that we have designed. A logical 
programming language “wears its semantics on its sleeve” and does not need the 
complex machinery of Scott-Strachey-style “denotational” semantics [70,74] or of 
Hoare-style “axiomantic” semantics [42]. In fact, we would claim that a language that 
can only be given a semantics in one of these styles and, thus, is not a logical 
programming language, is just too complex. Strictly speaking, most functional pro- 
gramming languages are not logical programming languages in our sense, since they 
have features which are not consistent with any simple deductive or model-theoretic 
semantics. 
Although equational deduction by undirected replacement of equals by equals can 
be very inefficient, directed replacement (i.e., term rewriting) can be much faster. For 
example, [61] claims speeds comparable to compiled Lisp on sequential machines for 
a (restricted) class of equations, and the rewrite rule machine project at SRI is 
developing a parallel architecture on which term rewriting promises to be much more 
efficient than conventional languages on conventional machines [49, 301; see also [45] 
for a survey of efficient implemention techniques for higher-order functional program- 
ming. Term rewriting provides a complete deductive system for equality, and any 
expression reduces to a unique “canonical form” (one that cannot be further rewrit- 
ten), provided certain simple conditions are satisfied.4 Thus, the proof theory of 
order-sorted equational logic developed in this paper gives efficient term rewriting in 
two different ways, yielding two different OBJ systems: 
l 0BJ2 [22] reduces order-sorted rewriting to many-sorted rewriting using results in 
Section 4 and [22]. 
l OBJ3 uses a more efficient operational semantics that does order-sorted term 
rewriting directly [47]. 
1.3. Retracts 
In a strongly typed programming language, certain expressions may fail strong type 
checking, even though intuitively they have a meaningful value. For example, if the 
4The~e conditions are that the equations, when viewed as rules, are terminating and Church-Rosser; in 
the order-sorted case, one must also assume that the rules are sort-decreasing. 
factorial function is only defined for natural numbers, then the expression 
( (-6) / (-2) ) ! is not well-formed, since the argument of the factorial function is 
a rational number. However, we would like to give such an expression the “benefit of 
the doubt” at run-time, since it might actually evaluate to a natural (in this case, it 
evaluates to 3). Recrwts provide this flexibility by changing the sort of a subexpression 
to the required subsort. In this example. the parser inserts the retract function symbol, 
rRationa1, Natural : Rat ional->Natural 
to fill the gap, yielding the expression ( rRat ional, Natural ( (-6) / (-2) ) ) ! Re- 
tracts only disappear if their argument has the required sort. This is accomplished by 
“retract equations” of the form 
r,, ,.,(x) = s, 
where s is a variable of sort s’. Otherwise, the retract remains, providing an error 
message that pinpoints exactly where the problem occurred. For example, the expres- 
sion 7+( ((-3)/(-g))! ) evaluates to 7+(rRational, Natural (l/3)) !. The 
basic result about retracts asserts its soundness, in the sense that adding retracts and 
retract equations to an order-sorted specification is a conserraticr rxtension, i.e., the 
original equational deduction and standard model are not disturbed. Retracts com- 
bine the flexibility of untyped languages with the discipline of strong typing. 
It is very difficult to handle exceptional expressions, such as division by zero or the 
top of an empty stack, within a strong typing discipline. For example, there is no 
satisfactory way to specify a type as simple as stack of natural number, because 
top( empty) should be a natural number but is not. Rational numbers are even 
worse, because avoiding division by zero requires heavy use of “hidden functions” and 
“error constants”. However, OSA provides very simple solutions to all these prob- 
lems. For stacks. it suffices to specify a subsort of nonempty stack, NeS t ackcS tack, 
such that top and pop have NeS t ack as their argument sort. Similarly, for rational 
numbers, it suffices to specify a subsort N&at ional<Rat ional of nonzero ra- 
tionals such that division has N&at ional as its second (divisor) argument sort. 
OSA supports in a natural way many different styles for dealing with errors and 
partial operations. The two examples discussed above make the operations well- 
defined by specifying an appropriate domain subsort. More generally, the domain of 
a partial operation may be specified by a condition; for example, to compose two 
paths in a graph, the end vertex of the first path should coincide with the source vertex 
of the second. Such conditions are called sort mutruints. In other cases, the best 
approach may be to provide an WOI’ srrprrsort. For example. an operation to read the 
value, of sort Value, of an array in a given position could have value sort Value’?, 
a supersort of Value, that contains error messages for attempting to read at positions 
where no value is stored. Part II of this paper will cover all these different approaches 
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and their semantics, also discussing how they relate to other solutions, such as partial 
algebras and error algebras. 
1.5. Constructors, selectors, multiple representations, and coercions 
Structured data are generally composed by constructors and decomposed by 
selectors. The inadequacy of strong typing for the stack example is a special case of 
what we call the constructor-selector problem: for a given constructor, to define 
operations that retrieve its components. Although this problem is insoluble in MSA, it 
has a simple solution in OSA [29]. 
There are also many problems where one wants to represent data in more than one 
way, and then convert freely among the representations, using whichever is more 
convenient or efficient in a given context. This is multiple representation; for example, 
consider Cartesian and polar coordinates for points. There are other problems where 
one wants to convert from one sort of data to another in an irreversible way; for 
example, to apply integer addition to two rational numbers, one might first truncate 
them; this illustrates coercions. Multiple representation is a special case of coercion, 
since the selectors for one representation applied to data of another can be considered 
mediated by coercions that change the representation. The difference is that conver- 
sions between multiple representations are necessarily reversible, i.e., are isomor- 
phisms. OSA also provides an initial algebra semantics for all these constructions 
c291. 
1.6. About this paper 
After introducing the basic concepts of OSA, this paper gives a detailed account of 
order-sorted equational deduction, including a completeness theorem and an initial 
algebra construction for conditional equations. This machinery is then applied to 
show that adding retracts is a conservative extension. A reduction theorem shows that 
encoding order-sorted algebras as many-sorted algebras yields an equivalence of 
categories, which can then be exploited to prove a general existence theorem for initial 
algebras (it applies even when terms do not have a least sort) as well as simple proofs 
of OSA McKinsey-Malcev quasivariety and Birkhoff variety theorems. A final section 
compares our notion of order-sorted algebra to others in the literature. To help the 
reader’s intuition and illustrate the expressive ease of OSA, a number of examples are 
given using an OBJ-like syntax. The appendix gives a more ambitious example, OBJ 
code for a number hierarchy from the naturals up to the quaternions. 
This paper has been a long time in gestation. The first paper on order-sorted 
algebra [17] was written in 1978, but never published because it seemed so possible 
and desirable to simplify and generalize its approach. The present paper finally fulfills 
the promise of [17], with suitable simplifications and generalizations, and it also treats 
some new topics, including order-sorted equational deduction and model-theoretic 
results about varieties and quasivarieties. Several versions of the present paper have 
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been circulated fairly widely; their titles are slight variations of the current title, and 
their dates include 2 March 198522 October 1986, and 17 May 1988. The last of these 
reflects our decision to split the paper into three parts, as further discussed in Section 
1.6.1. In the meantime, a rather large literature has grown up around order-sorted 
algebra and its applications, and trying to take proper account of it has slowed us 
down further. 
Note added in prooj Publication delays have led to the rather embarrassing situation 
that a number of papers based upon this one have already appeared. We regret that 
we are unable to cite these papers. 
1.6.1. Brief overcieu~ qf subsequent parts 
Part II of this paper will consider exception handling in detail, including several 
error recovery and error specification disciplines and their soundness, and comparing 
retracts, error supersorts and strict and unsafe operations. It will also discuss the very 
important topic of sort constraints, which permit defining subsorts by equational 
conditions. The main theorem for sort constraints is an initial algebra construction 
reducing the problem to order-sorted equational logic. Part III will give an algebraic 
semantics for parameterized order-sorted abstract data types with the related con- 
cepts of theory, view and module expression, as in OBJ [I 3, 141 and Clear [3,4]. This 
supports the effective integration of the programming and assertional aspects of OBJ. 
which make it a “wide spectrum” language. 
2. Order-sorted algebra 
This section contains the most basic definitions and results of OSA, including 
signature, algebra, homomorphism, term, least sort of a term, initiality, equation, 
satisfaction, subalgebra, quotient, congruence, image, the homomorphism theorem, 
and product. 
2. I. Signatuws 
The notation of sorted (also called “indexed”) sets greatly facilitates the technical 
development of both MSA and OSA. Given a “sort set” S, an S-sorted set A is just 
a family of sets A, for each “sort” SES; we will write {A, j SES}. Similarly, given 
S-sorted sets A and B, an S-sorted function f: A-B is an S-sorted family 
f={f;:A,-tB,Is~Sj. 
In the order-sorted case, S is a partially ordered set, or poset, i.e., there is a binary 
relation < on S that is reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric, in the sense that x<y 
and y d x imply x = y. Every poset also has an associated relation < , defined by x < y 
iff x,(y and x #y, that is transitive and antireflexive in the sense that 1(.x <x). We will 
often use the extension of the ordering on S to strings of equal length in S* by 
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si . ..s. <s; . . .sL iff sids~ for 1 < i<n. Similarly, < extends to pairs (w, s) in S* x S by 
(w, s) d (w’, s’) iff w ,< w’ and s d s’. (These are the orderings that arise from poset 
products.) 
Definition 2.1. A many-sorted signature is a pair (S, C), where S is called the sort set 
and C is an S* x S-sorted family {C,., 1 WES* and SCSI. Elements of (the sets in) C are 
called operation (or function) symbols or, for short, operations, An order-sorted 
signature is a triple (S, <, 1) such that (S, C) is a many-sorted signature, (S, <) is 
a poset, and the operations satisfy the following monotonicity condition, 
OEC wl.sl n Irv2,sZ and wl d w2 imply sl ds2. 
When the sort set S is clear, we write C for (S, C), and when the poset (S, <) is clear, we 
write C for (S, 6, C). When FEZ,,,,, we say that 0 has rank (w, s), arity w, and (value, 
or result, or coarity) sort s. 
We may write cr : M’+S for og.Z,,, s to emphasize that G denotes a function with arity 
w and sort s. An important special case is w = h, the empty string; then CEC~.,~ denotes 
a constant of sort s. Note that the monotonicity condition excludes overloaded 
constants, because h = \rl = w2 implies sl = ~2. 
Example 2.2 (Lisrs ofintegers). We give an order-sorted signature for lists of integers, 
assuming that the sort Int of integers is already defined. The subsort NeLi s t of 
nonempty lists is introduced so that the (traditionally partial) head and t ai I 
operations can be total on this subsort. The notation used in this example (and in 
subsequent examples) supports a powerful and flexible “mixfix” operation syntax; in 
particular, it allows prefix, postfix, infix and “outfix” (as in {-} for singleton set 
formation). Here the kth underbar character (-) is a placeholder in an operation form 
that shows where to put an expression whose sort is less than or equal to the kth sort 
in the sort list (which occurs between the : and the --> signs); the value sort follows the 
-->. Also, d is written < for typographic convenience. All these syntactic conventions 
follow OBJ. 
sorts NeList List . 
subsorts Int < NeList < List . 
op nil : -> List . 
op - - : List List -> List . 
op - - : NeList List -> NeList . 
op head : NeList -> Int . 
op tail : NeList -> List . 
The double underbar operation form defines a juxtaposition notation for concatena- 
tion of lists. This concatenation operation is subsort polymorphic, and would be 
ambiguous in an ordinary many-sorted signature. To describe fully the intended 
model, we need more than just a signature, we also need equations, algebras, and 
initiality; these are introduced in the subsections below. 
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Given an operation symbol 0 and a lower bound w0 for the sorts of its arguments, 
we can consider the following three conditions: 
(1) There is a least arity for 0 that is 2 ~vO. 
(2) There is a least rank for c among those with arity 3 w0. 
(3) There is a least sort for CJ among those with arity 3~0. 
It turns out that (1) and (2) are equivalent because of monotonicity, and that both 
imply (3). Signatures satisfying (1) are quite basic to our exposition, and are called 
regular. Regular signatures both support a least sort for terms, and extend the usual 
word (or term) algebra construction to OSA (see Section 2.3). Signatures satisfying (3) 
are called preregular, and are discussed further in Section 5.2. 
Definition 2.3. An order-sorted signature C is regular iff given (T in Cwl,sl and given 
wO<wl in S* there is a least rank (w, s)ES* x S such that wO<w and FEZ,,,,,. 
Regularity allows a strong form of subsort polymorphism “locally”, while still 
permitting ad hoc polymorphism “globally” (Section 1.1.1 explained these terms); for 
example, + can denote addition over the complex numbers and its many subtypes 
with subsort polymorphism, as well as Boolean exclusive or with ad hoc polymor- 
phism. The signature in Example 2.2 is regular, but it would not be if an operation -_ 
of rank List NeLi s t, NeLi s t were added to it. We now give a more precise 
statement of some relations among the three conditions above: 
Fact 2.4. An order-sorted signature C is regular iff given CJ in Cwl, sl and given w0 < ~1 
in S* there is a least arit_y I-YES* such that \vO< w and o~E,,,,for some SES. Moreover, if 
C is reyular then given o in C,,, . A, vrith wO<wl there is a leust sort SES such that 
CEC.,., ,for some WES* \vith wO< ~$1, and this s is the same one that appears in the least 
rank (~3, s) ,fbr cr with 1~2 ~0; thus, regularity implies preregularity. 
Proof. The “only if” is immediate, while “if” follows from monotonicity. The other 
assertions are also easy. 0 
When the poset of sorts satisfies a descending chain condition (and, thus, in 
particular, when it is finite), there is a combinatorial condition that is equivalent to 
regularity. (Figure 1 illustrates the relations among the arities and sorts in this result.) 
Fig. I. Visualizing Lemma 2.6. Note: Diagonal and vertical lines indicate sort inclusions, while horizontal 
arrows indicate instances of the operation symbol CT. 
Definition 2.5. A poset (S, <) satisfies the ascending chain condition, or is Noetherian, 
iff there is no strictly increasing infinite chain .sl <.s2 < ... <.s,< ... in (S, G). 
Similarly, (S, <) satisfies the descendiny chain condition, or is coNoetherian, iff there is 
no strictly decreasing infinite chain s1 >s2 > ... >.s,,> ... in (S, <). 
Lemma 2.6. An order-sorted si<qnuture C over u coNoetherian poset (S, <) is regular if 
und only if ivhenerer ~cZ,., . F1 n C,,.z, s2 and there is some \vO < VV~, ~‘2 then there is some 
~7~1~1. \v2 such thtrt IJEZ,~,, and wO< \t‘. 
Proof. The “only if” part is easy. For the “if” part, let us say that a pair (w, s) 
“satisfies condition P” iff UEZ,~,,~ and 1~06 ht’. Then C is regular iff (b~l, sl) satisfies 
P implies there is a least (\v, s) satisfying P. So, we now suppose that there is some 
(rt.1. sl) satisfying P but there is no least (MJ, s) satisfying P. Then, in particular, 
(~‘1, sl) cannot be least for P and. so there is some (\~l’, ~1’) satisfying P such that 
(“VI’, ~1’) > (1~1, sl). Then, by assumption, there is some (bt32, ~2) < (b~l, sl) satisfy- 
ing P. Iterating this process yields an infinite descending chain (~1, sl)> 
(,232, ~2) > .. > (WI, sn) , which contradicts the coNoetherian assumption. (This 
last step uses the easy-to-check fact that any finite product of coNoetherian posets is 
coNoetherian.) f7 
2.2. Algebras 
We now turn to the models that provide actual functions to interpret the operation 
symbols in a signature. 
Definition 2.7. Let (S, C) be a many-sorted signature. Then an (S, ,X)-algebra A is 
a family {A, 1 SES) of sets called the curriers of A, together with a function A,: A,+A, 
for each 0 in C,,, s, where A,=A,y, x ... x A,, when \v=sl . ..sn and where A, is a one 
point set when IV = i.. 
Let (S, <, 2-) be an order-sorted signature. Then an (S, <, Z)-ulgehra is an (S, C)- 
algebra A such that 
(1) s<s in S implies A,E A,, and 
(2) =C,.,. 5.1 n~wZ,.s* and vrl < \212 imply A, : A,,.1 + AsI equals A,, : Aw2 + As1 
on A,.,. 
Both of these are monotonicity conditions. When the sort set S is clear, (S, ,X)-algebras 
may be called tnan~~-sorted Z-ulyehras; similarly. when (S, <) is clear, (S, 6, I)- 
algebras may be called order-sorted L-algebras. Also, we may write AZ,” for 
A, : A,.+ A,. 
Many different ways to define order-sorted algebras have by now appeared in the 
literature. However, most of them are either less general (for example, they fail to 
admit overloading) or else are more complex, as discussed in Section 5 in much more 
detail. 
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Example 2.2 (Continued). If we let Z denote the set of all integers, then the algebra 
that we have in mind for the list of integers signature has AList =Z* (all lists of 
integers), ANeLi St = Z + (the nonempty lists), A rnt =Z (the lists of length l), Ati=h 
(the empty list), - - as concatenation, and head and t a i 1 as expected. Note that 
ZEZ+GZ*. 
Stacks can be described in a very similar way, with pop and top partial operations 
defined only on the nonempty stacks; see Example 2.15. 
Definition 2.8. Let (S, z) be a many-sorted signature, and let A and B be (S, I)- 
algebras. Then an (S, X)-homomorphism h: A+B is an S-sorted function 
h = {h,: A,+& / SES} satisfying the following homomorphism condition 
(1) h,(A~3”(u))=B:~“(h,(u)) for each (TEC,,., and UEA,,, 
where h,(u)=(h,,(ul) ,..., h,,(un)) when w=sl . ..sn and a=(ul,..., an) with uiEASi 
for i = 1, . , II when w # h. If M’ = h, condition (1) specializes to 
(1’) h,(A;*“)=B;.“. 
(S, C)-algebras and (S, C)-homomorphisms form a category that we denote Alg,. 
When the sort set S is clear, (S, C)-homomorphism may be called just (many-sorted) 
C-homomorphisms. 
Let (S, 6, I) be an order-sorted signature, and let A, B be order-sorted (S, 6, ,?I)- 
algebras. Then an (S, <, C)-homomorphism h: A+B is an (S, C)-homomorphism 
satisfying the following restriction condition 
(2) s d s’ and UE A, imply II,(U) = h,.(u). 
When the poset (S, <) is clear, (S, <, ,?I)-homomorphisms are also called (order- 
sorted) C-homomorphisms. The (S, <, C)-algebras and (S, <, C)-homomorphisms 
form a category that we denote OSAlgX. 
Since, by definition, every (S, <, ,X)-algebra is an (S, ,X)-algebra and every (S, <, C)- 
homomorphism is an (S, C)-homomorphism, there is a “forgetful” functor from 
OSAlg, to Alg,. Note the slight abuse of language whereby C denotes two different 
signatures: an order-sorted signature (S, <, C) in OSAlg, and a many-sorted signa- 
ture (S, C) in Alg,. Also note that OSA properly generalizes MSA, in the sense that any 
many-sorted (S, Q-algebra is an order-sorted (S, 6, X)-algebra for d the trivial 
ordering on S with s<s’ iff s=s’. Indeed, with this ordering on S we have that 
OSAlg, = Alg, and the forgetful functor OSAlg,+Alg, is the identity. 
Injective and surjective are defined for an order-sorted C-homomorphism .f: A -tB 
just as for the many-sorted case:f’is injectiue ifff is an injective function for each SES, 
and ,f is surjective iff .f; is surjective for each .seS. Similarly, f is an isomorphism iff f’is 
both injective and surjective. Just as in the many-sorted case, we have the following 
Lemma. 
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Lemma 2.9. An order-sorted Z-homomorphism f: A+B is an isomorphism ifthere is an 
order-sorted C-homomorphism f - 1 : B+A such thatf-‘of=l. andfif-‘=l,. 
Proof. Since the “if” part is easy, we just show the “only if” part, using the well- 
known fact that the desired result holds for many-sorted algebra. This gives a many- 
sorted C-homomorphism ,f- ’ : B+A satisfying the desired two equations. Now we 
only need to check that .f-’ satisfies the restriction condition of Definition 2.8. Let 
&B, and let s < s’. Then b=&(a) for some UEA, and also b =.f;,(a) since f’ is order- 
sorted. Thus, fs l(b) = a =fsy ’ (b). 0 
2.3. Terms 
This section shows that terms over regular signatures have a well-defined least sort, 
and also that the standard MSA term algebra construction gives an initial order- 
sorted algebra. We first review the inductive construction of the many-sorted term 
algebra T, using the same notation as in [.56], except that we will be more pedantic, 
using ( and ) to denote parentheses used as formal syntactic symbols: however, this 
pedantry is only temporary. If C is a many-sorted signature with sort set S, then: 
l 1i.s~ Tz,; 
l ifaEC,,,andifti~T,,,i for i= 1, . . , n, where \~=sl . .sn with n ~0, then (the string) 
o(t1 . ..tn) is in Tz,s. 
Now given an order-sorted signature C, we similarly construct the order-sorted C- 
term algebra Fz as the least family { Fz, 5 1 SES} of sets satisfying the following conditions: 
0 E1,sE.Fz,, for SES; 
0 ~~,,~c~~,, if s’ds; 
l if UEZ,,, and if tiECFx,si, where w=sl . ..sn#h. then (the string) o(tl . ..tn)EFx.,. _ _ 
Also, 
l for GEC,,,,, let F~:F-w+F~ send tl, . . . , tn to (the string) a(t1 . . . tn). _ _ 
Thus, we can write o(t1, , tn) for g(tl . . . tn). 
Clearly, Fz is an order-sorted Z-algebra. Note that Fz, s is not, in general, equal to 
Yz., or even to usC~,Tx,,,. Also note that it is quite possible that Fz, s = 8 for some s, 
i.e., that there are no ground terms of sort s. Fz is a kind of order-sorted Herbrand 
universe construction; unfortunately, some authors insist on adding a constant if none 
is otherwise provided, thus destroying the initiality of their construction. 
A given term t in an order-sorted term algebra can have many different sorts. In 
particular, if tc.Fz has sort s, then it also has sort s’ for any ~‘2s; and because an 
operation symbol g may have different ranks, a term o(tl, . . . , tn) can even have sorts 
that are not directly comparable. One unfortunate consequence of such ambiguity is 
that .& may fail to be initial, just as in the many-sorted case Tz may fail to be initial if 
C is ambiguous. However, this problem disappears for regular signatures. 
Proposition 2.10. Given a regular order-sorted signature Z, for every5 tEFz there is 
a least SE& called the least sort qf t and denoted LS(t), such that tgflrr.,. 
5 By convention, for A a I-algebra, aEA means UE A, for some SES 
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the depth of terms in TZ. If tc:.YZ has depth 0, 
then t = CT for some CJEZ~.,\, and, so, by regularity with ~‘0 = wl = h, there is a least SES 
such that GEC~..,.; this is the least sort of 0. Now consider a well-formed term 
t=a(tl . . . tn)~,Y~,, of depth n + 1. Then each ti has depth <n and, therefore, by the 
induction hypothesis, has a least sort, say si; let w0 =sl . .sn. Then ~EC,,,,,,, for some 
w’, s’ with s’<s and wO< 1%” and, by regularity, there are least w’ and s’ such that 
OEC,.,, s’ and w’>M’O; this least s’ is the desired least sort of t. 0 
This result can be generalized by weakening the notion of regularity to preregular- 
ity. In fact, preregularity is actually equivalent to the existence of a least sort for each 
term (by Proposition 5.2). We now turn to the important issue of initial algebras. 
Definition 2.11. Let ,Z be an order-sorted signature. Then an order-sorted C-algebra is 
initial in the class of all order-sorted C-algebras iff there is a unique order-sorted 
C-homomorphism from it to any other order-sorted C-algebra. 
Theorem 2.12. Let C he u regular order-sorted signature. Then cFz is an initial order- 
sorted C-algebra. 
Proof. In this proof we write .F for FL. Let A be an order-sorted C-algebra; then we 
must show that there is a unique order-sorted C-homomorphism h : .F+A. We will (1) 
construct h, then (2) show it is an order-sorted C-homomorphism, and, finally, (3) 
show it is unique. 
(1) We construct I? by induction on the depth of terms in 5. There are two cases: 
(la) If tE.T has depth 0, then t=a for some constant cr in Z. By regularity, CJ has 
a least sort s. Then for any ~‘2s we define 
h,(a)= A;.‘_ 
(1 b) If t = o(t 1 tn)~.Y has depth II + 1, then, by regularity, there are least MI and 
switho~C, ,.,s, where ~.=sl...sn#handLS(ti)<sifori=l,..., n.Thenforanys’3.s 
we define 
12,,(t)=A~,“(h,,(tl), . . . , h,,(tn)), 
noting that h,i (tl), . , h,,(tn) are already defined. 
(2) We now show that h is an order-sorted C-homomorphism. By construction, 
h satisfies the restriction condition C(2) of Definition 2.83. To see that it also satisfies 
the homomorphism condition [(l) of Definition 2.81, we again consider two cases: 
(2a) =Zh.,, is a constant. By regularity and monotonicity, s is the least sort of 0, and 
we have already defined 
h,(o) = A$“, 
as needed. 
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(2b) We now consider a term t of depth greater than 0, and let ~EC,,,,~ with 
w’=s’l . ..s’n#h be such that t=o(tl . ..tn)=5$~“‘(tl. . . . . tn). By regularity and 
Proposition 2.10, there are least w=sl . ..sn and s=LS(t) such that 
t=o(tl . ..tn)=Fr.‘(tl,..., tn).Th en w < w’ and s&s’ so that (2) of Definition 2.7 gives 
A, r 
W’,S’=A”.” on A” . Thus, using the already established fact that h satisfies the 
restriction condition, we have 
h,.(o(tl...tn))=A,“~“(h,l(tl),...,h,,(tn))=A~’~“‘(h,~,(tl),...,h,,,(tn)), 
as needed. 
(3) Finally, we show the uniqueness of h. In fact, we will show that if h’ : T+ A is an 
order-sorted C-homomorphism, then h = h’, by induction on the depth of terms. For 
depth 0 consider ~E,E].,,,. Then s is the least sort of cr, and for any s 3 s’, we must have 
h;(o)=h;(o)=A$“=h,(a)=h,(o), 
as desired. Now assuming the result for depth dn, consider a term 
r=o(tl . . . tn)=Y~‘*“‘(tl, . . . , tn) of depth n+ 1 with ~EC,,,,,,~ and w’=s’l . ..s’n. As in 
(2b), there are least w=sl . ..sn and s=LS(t) such that t=a(tl . ..tn)=FI’“(tl. . . . , tn) 
and A,“‘*“‘= A,“,” on A”. Then 
h;*(r) = A,“‘, “‘(h:,,(rl), . . . , h;,,(tn)) 
= A;‘,S’ (h,, 1 (t l), . . . , h,,,(m)) (by induction hypothesis) 
= A,“s”(h,, (tl), , h,,(tn)) 
= h,, (t), 
as needed. 0 
The terms considered above are ground terms, in the sense that they involve no 
variables. We can extend the above result to the so-called free algebras by considering 
instead terms that may involve variables. In fact, terms with variables can be seen as 
a special case of ground terms, by enlarging the signature with new constants that 
correspond to the variable symbols. Let us assume that each variable comes with 
a given sort, so that we have an S-sorted family X = {X, 1 SES} of disjoint sets that we 
shall call a variable ser. Given an order-sorted signature (S, <, Z) and an S-sorted 
variable set X that is disjoint from C, we define the new order-sorted signature 
(K G, C(X)) by C(X)A,~=~~,~UX~ and C(X),,, = C,,, for w#h. It is easy to see that 
C(X) is regular if C is. Now form .YzCx, and view it is an order-sorted C-algebra just by 
forgetting about the constants in X; let us denote this algebra &(X). The following 
result and proof are entirely analogous to the MSA case [56]. 
Theorem 2.13. Given a regular order-sorted signature (S, <, C), let A be a C-algebra 
and let a : X-+ A be an S-sorted function; hereafter we call such a function an assignment. 
Then there is a unique order-sorted C-homomorphism a* :Fz(X)+A such that 
a*(x)=a(x)fir each XEX. 
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Proof. C-algebras A with an assignment a : X +A are in bijective correspondence with 
C(X)-algebras A. Now the initiality of F1(X) among all C(X)-algebras A (Theorem 
2.12) gives the desired result. 0 
2.4. Equations 
Order-sorted algebra would be very impoverished without equations. We first give 
two simple examples of what equations can do, and then we give the formal defini- 
tions; these are somewhat more subtle than might be expected. In the examples, the 
keyword pair obj . . . endo delimits an object and indicates that initial u&bra 
semantics is intended. 
Example 2.14 (Bits). 
obj BITS is 
sorts Bit ErrBit List ErrList . 
subsorts Bit < List < ErrList . 
subsorts Bit < ErrBit < ErrList . 
ops 0 1 : -> Bit . 
op nil : -> List . 
op - - : List List -> List . 
op head : List -> ErrBit . 
op tail : List -> ErrList . 
vars L L’ L” : List . 
var B : Bit . 
eq nil L = L . 
eq L nil = L . 
eq L CL’ L”) = (L L’) L” . 
eq head(B L)= B . 
eq tail(B L)= L . 
endo 
What is interesting here is the way the “error supersorts” ErrBi t and ErrLi s t are 
used in head and t a i 1; in the intended interpretation, elements that are in Er rL i s t 
but not in Li s t serve as error messages. An alternative approach follows Example 2.2 
by defining a subsort NeLi s t as the domain for head and t ai I; this would have 
made ErrBi t and Er rLi s t unnecessary. Also note that Bi t is a subsort of the 
nonempty lists purely for syntactic convenience, allowing us to say that 0 is itself a list. 
Example 2.15 (Stack qfintegers). This example is interesting primarily because it has 
previously been treated in so many different formalisms, so that comparison between 
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formalisms is facilitated. We believe that no other formalism gives so simple and 
natural a description as the following: 
obj STACK-OF-INT is 
extending INT . 
sorts Stack NeStack . 
subsort NeStack ( Stack . 
op empty : -> Stack . 
op push : Int Stack -> NeStack . 
op top- : NeStack -> Int . 
OP POP- : NeStack -> Stack , 
var E : Int . 
var S : Stack . 
eq top(push(E,S)) = E . 
eq pop(push(E,S)) = S . 
endo 
The above examples are actually executable OBJ3 code [35]. Of course, our 
development of OSA is fully general and considers arbitrary models for sets of 
equations over an order-sorted signature. OBJ uses this “loose” or “theory” semantics 
to describe requirements on actual parameters for parameterized objects. For 
example, a parameterized sorting object should allow any partially ordered set as 
actual parameter, and a parameterized polynomial object should allow any com- 
mutative ring for its coefficients. Initiality modulo a set of equations is discussed in 
Section 3, but parameterization and requirement theories are deferred to Part III of 
this paper. 
We now develop the formalities concerning equations. Recall that by the freeness of 
&(X) (Theorem 2.13), an assignment a of values in an order-sorted Z-algebra A to 
elements from a variable set X that is disjoint from _Z extends to an order-sorted 
Z-homomorphism a* to A from the C-terms with variables in X. The OSA definition 
of equations is similar to that for MSA [56], in that equations are triples (X, t, t’) 
with t and t’ in YZ(X), and an order-sorted algebra A satisfies such an equation iff 
u*(t)=a*(t’) for each assignment a: X-+.4. However, before actually giving such 
a definition we need to consider what sorts to allow for the terms t and t’. In MSA, we 
are forced to require that t and t’ have the same sort, but OSA allows more flexibility. 
For example, in the BITS example above, the equation head(B L) =B has a left- 
hand side whose least sort is Er rBi t and a right-hand side whose least sort is Bi t. 
The following example will help to motivate a general restriction on the form of 
equations. 
Example 2.16. 
obj ABCD is 
sorts A B C D . 
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subsorts A C < B . 
subsort C < D . 
op a : -> A . 
op b : -> B . 
op c : -> c . 
op d : -> D . 
eq a = b . 
eqb=c. 
eq c = d . 
endo 
These equations do not involve variables. To say that an algebra H satisfies them 
presumably means that h,(a) = hB(b) = h,-(c) = It,(d) for h : Fz-+H the unique order- 
sorted homomorphism (where C is the signature of the example). Given these equa- 
tions, one expects to be able to “replace equals by equals” and deduce that the 
equation a=d holds, even though the sorts A and D are not comparable in the sort 
ordering.6 In fact, under the notion of satisfaction suggested above, the equation a=d 
is satisfied by any algebra H that satisfies the original equations. This might suggest 
that we only require that the sorts of the terms t and r’ in an equation lie in the same 
connected component’ of the poset (S, <). 
Definition 2.17. For (S, 6, C) a regular order-sorted signature, a C-equation is a triple 
(X, t, t’), where X is a variable set and t, t’ are in Yz(xI with U(t) and LS(t’) in the 
same connected component of (S, <). We will use the notation (VX)t =t’. An order- 
sorted Z-algebra A sati$es a C-equation (VX) t=t’ iff a2scr,(t)=aZsct,,(t’) in A for 
every assignment a: X+ A. Similarly, A satisfies a set r of Z-equations iff it satisfies 
each member of r; in this case, we say that A is a (I, r)-algebra. When the variable set 
X can be deduced from the context (for example, if X contains just the variables that 
occur in t and t’, with sorts that are uniquely determined or else have been previously 
declared) we allow it to be omitted; that is, we allow unquantijied notation for 
equations.8 
Order-sorted conditional equations generalize order-sorted equations in the usual 
way, i.e., they are expressions of the form (VX) t = t’ if C, where the condition C is 
a finite set of unquantified Z-equations involving only variables in X (when C=@, 
conditional C-equations are regarded as ordinary .Z-equations). An order-sorted 
C-algebra A satisfies the equation (VX) t = t’ if C iff for each assignment a: X-t A such 
that 4&&) = akc,) (2:‘) in A for each equation L: = U’ in C, then also a&,(t) = a&)(t’) 
in A. 
h But note that the sorts are comparable for each equation in the BITS and STACK examples. 
‘Given a poset (S. <), let E denote the transitive and symmetric closure of <. Then = is an equivalence 
relation whose equivalence classes are called the connecred cmponents of (S, <). 
x However, the reader should be aware that satisfaction of an equation depends crucially on its variable 
set 1561. 
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Given a signature C and a set r of (possibly conditional) C-equations, we let 
OSAkz, r denote the category of all (C, r)-algebras, with all C-homomorphisms 
among them. 
Although these notions of equation and satisfaction seem quite reasonable for OSA 
and, in particular, seem general enough to support equational deduction, there is 
a subtle difficulty: equational satisfaction is not closed under isomorphism, i.e., an 
order-sorted algebra A may satisfy an equation that is not satisfied by an isomorphic 
algebra R. The following exhibits this curious phenomenon: 
Example 2.18. 
obj ABC is 
sorts A B C . 
subsorts B < A C . 
op a : -> A . 
op b : -> B , 
op c : -> c . 
eq a = c . 
end0 
Letting C be the signature of this example, the term algebra F2 has (Yz)A = (a, b}, 
(.Fz)B= jb] and (Fz)c={b, c} d oes not satisfy the equation a= c . However, the order- 
sorted C-algebra H with HA = H, = {b, d} and HB = {b}, with the constants a, b, c 
interpreted as d, h, d (respectively) does satisfy a=c, even though the unique order- 
sorted C-homomorphism h :Fz- H is a Z-isomorphism. 
The desire to be rid of this anamoly motivates the following definition. 
Definition 2.19. A poset (S, <) is (upward)j/tered iff for any two elements s, S’ES there 
is an element YES such that s, s’ d s”. A partially ordered set S is locallyfiltered iff each 
of its connected components is filtered. An order-sorted signature (S, 6, C) is locally 
jiltered iff (S, <) is locally filtered, and is coherent iff it is locally filtered and regular. 
We will show below that for coherent signatures, satisfaction is “abstract” in the 
sense of being closed under isomorphism. Coherence guarantees that all sorts in 
a connected component “cohere” in the sense that any finite set of them can always be 
reconciled by appeal to a bigger sort; “incoherence” causes the trouble in Example 
2.18. Any many-sorted signature is coherent, since the trivial ordering (s <s’ iff s = s’) is 
always locally filtered and regular. In many examples, the sort poset is Noetherian. 
Proposition 2.20. A Noetherian poset is locally jiltered if and only if each connected 
component has a maximum element. 
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Proof. The “if” part is obvious. For the “only if” part, assume that there is no 
maximum element in a given connected component C and pick any element .sr~C. 
Since s1 is not a maximum, there must be an element .s; EC such that s; $sI. Since S is 
locally filtered, we get an element s2 3 sl, s; such that s1 <s2. We can now iterate this 
process to get a strictly increasing sequence s1 < s2 < ... <s, < ... that contradicts the 
Noetherian assumption. 0 
Proposition 2.21. Given a coherent signature C and isomorphic C-algebras A and B, then 
A satkjies an equation (VX) t = t’ if and only {f B does. 
Proof. By symmetry of the isomorphism relation, it is enough to prove the “only if” 
part. Assume that A satisfies (VX) t = t’ and letf: A+B be an isomorphism. Then any 
assignment b : X+ B can be written b =f> a for some assignment a : X-r A. Initiality 
now implies that b*=,f~~a*. Let s>LS(t), LS(t’). Then 
as desired. 0 
This result generalizes easily to the satisfaction of conditional equations. 
How restrictive is coherence‘? In practice, not at all. In fact, coherence can be 
automatically ensured by a computer implementation, just by adding some new top 
elements to the signature given by a user: given a regular order-sorted signature C, 
extend it to a coherent signature cob(E) identical to C except for adding a new sort uc 
for each nonfiltered connected component C. Note that for each sort s in the original 
set of sorts we then have ~~oh,Z,,s=.YZ,s and for the new sorts uc we have 
&I(I). U( =Ustc%,.. h’ PP T 1s a roach is even more flexible and general than requiring 
a universal maximum of all sorts as in [22]. Intuitively, the sorts in a connected 
component form a semantically related “local universe” of discourse. 
One benefit of requiring signatures to be coherent is a great simplicity and flexibility 
in the treatment of equality, since we can always assume that t and t’ have the same 
sort whenever they appear in an equation t = t’ by going to a common supersort. This 
does require that t and t’ lie in the same connected component, but we do not consider 
equations across different components to be meaningful; moreover, even this condi- 
tion could be dropped by adding a universal sort, as discussed in Section 5. 
2.5. Subalgebras, congruences, quotients and products 
This subsection gives OSA forms of some familiar MSA concepts, including 
subalgebra, congruence relation, quotient algebra, kernel, image, and product algebra. 
It also proves the homomorphism theorem and the universal properties of quotients 
and products. 
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Definition 2.22. For (S, C) a many-sorted signature and for A a many-sorted Z- 
algebra, a many-sorted C-subalgebra B of A is an S-sorted family of subsets B, c A, for 
each SES such that 
(1) given adz,,., with w = sl . sn and biE Bi for i = 1, . . , n, then A,(bl, . . . , bn)EB,; 
in particular, when w=h then A,EB,. 
For (S, ,<, C) an order-sorted signature and A an order-sorted C-algebra, an order- 
sorted Z-subalgebra B of A is a many-sorted C-subalgebra B of A such that 
(2) B, c B,, whenever sds’. 
Definition 2.23. For (S, C) a many-sorted signature and A a many-sorted E-algebra, 
a many-sorted C-congruence = on A is a S-sorted family { = s 1 SES} of equivalence 
relations E, on A, such that 
(1) given EC,,,, with w=sl . ..sn and given ai,a’i~A,i for i=l, . . ..n such that 
ai = si a’i, then 
A,(al, . . . , an) = s A,(a’ 1, . , a’n). 
For (S, 6, Z) an order-sorted signature and A an order-sorted C-algebra, an order- 
sorted C-congruence = on A is a many-sorted ,X-congruence = such that 
(2) given s d s’ in S and a, u’eAs then a =s a’ iff a E sI a’. 
Proposition 2.24. Let C be an order-sorted signature. Then 
(1) The order-sorted C-subalgebras of an order-sorted C-algebra A form a complete 
lattice under the inclusion ordering. 
(2) The order-sorted Z-congruences on an order-sorted C-algebra A form a complete 
lattice under the inclusion ordering. 
Moreover, in these lattices greatest lower bound is computed by set intersection. (These 
results are well known,for MSA.) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.25, it suffices to show that any intersection of C-algebras or of 
C-congruences is a C-congruence, which is easy in this case. 0 
Lemma 2.25. A class % of subsets of a set C is a complete lattice under set inclusion ifit 
is closed under arbitrary set-theoretic intersections, including intersection over the empty 
family of subsets, which by convention is the maximum element of W; moreover, greatest 
lower bound is then computed by set intersection. 
Definition 2.26. Letf: A+B be a many-sorted C-homomorphism. Then the kernel of 
f is the S-sorted family of equivalence relations E/ defined by a E-/. s a’ iff_&(a) =&(a’); 
it will be denoted ker(f). 
Proposition 2.27. A kernel is a many-sorted congruence. Iff: A-+B is an order-sorted 
Z-homomorphism, then ker( f) is an order-sorted C-congruence. 
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Proof. Given an S-indexed function 1‘: A+l?, then each --s,S is an equivalence rela- 
tion. To prove the congruence property (l), let OEC,. s with w = sl . sn and assume 
that ai --f, s a’i, i.e., that fJai) =f,(a’i) for i = 1, , n. Then 
f(A,(af,..., 4)=&(.L,(al), . ..JL(4) 
=&(f;,(a’l), . ,.~,(u’n))=J;(A~(a’l, , fin)), 
so that 
A,(al, , an) -fl’.s A,,(u’l, . . , u’n), 
as desired. When f‘is order-sorted, we have to check the congruence property (2). 
This follows from the fact that .1_l(a)=&(a) andfi(a’)=f;,(a’) whenever s<s’ in S and 
a, U’EAs. 0 
Definition 2.28. The image of a C-homomorphismf: A+B is the subalgebraf(A) with 
,f(A),=f(A,) for each SES. 
Fact 2.29. Iff: A +B is an order-sorted C-homomorphism, tkenf(A) is an order-sorted 
subalgebra. 
Proof. To check condition (1) of the definition of subalgebra, let FEZ,,, with 
\v=sl . ..sI~. let bi~f(A),i for i= 1, . . . . II, and let u~EA,~ such that bi=Ai(ai) for 
i= 1, , n. Then B,(bl, . , bn)Ef(A), since B,(bl, . . . , bn)=,h(A,(ul, . , an)). For the 
order-sorted case, we have to check condition (2), but this is an easy set-theoretic 
consequence of the fact that .f is order-sorted. 0 
We now define the quotient of an order-sorted algebra by a congruence relation 
and (more generally) by a set of relations. This construction is simpler for locally 
filtered signatures, but it can be generalized to arbitrary signatures. 
Definition 2.30. For (S, <, C) a locally filtered order-sorted signature, A an order- 
sorted C-algebra, and = an order-sorted C-congruence on A, the quotient of A by = is 
the order-sorted C-algebra A/ = defined as follows: for each connected component C, 
let Ac= uSEc A, and define the congruence relation -c by a =cu’ iff there is a sort 
SEC such that a ~~a’. Then = is clearly reflexive and symmetric. It is transitive since 
a =S ~1’ and a’ zS, a” yield u sS,, a” for s” 3 s, s’. The inclusion A, c AC induces an 
injective map As/=s-+Ac/--c since for u, U’E A, we have a =,u’ implies u scu by 
construction and, conversely, a -cu’ implies a -S, a’ for some s’EC, and taking 
s” 3s, s’ it also implies u = Sii u’ and, therefore, it implies a z s a’ by property (2) of the 
definition of order-sorted congruence. Denoting by q, the natural projection 
qc : AC+ A,/ = c of each element a into its E c-equivalence class, we define the carrier 
(A/E)~ of sort s in the quotient algebra to be q&A,)_ The order-sorted algebra A/= 
comes equipped with a surjective order-sorted Z-homomorphism q : A+A/ = defined 
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by restriction of the qc to each of the sorts, called the quotient map associated to 
the congruence =. The operations are defined by (A/ s)~( [al], . , [an])= 
CA,(al, ... 2 an)], which is well defined since = is an order-sorted C-congruence. 
Fact 2.31. Under the assumptions of Definition 2.30, ker(q)= =. 
Fact 2.32. Again under the assumption of Definition 2.30, any S-sorted family R of 
binary relations R, on A, for SES is contained in a smallest order-sorted C-congruence 
on A. 
Proof. This congruence can be expressed as the intersection in the lattice of con- 
gruences of all order-sorted congruences that contain R. 0 
Definition 2.33. Given an arbitrary S-sorted family 
aES, then the quotient of A by R, denoted AIR, is 
order-sorted Z-congruence on A containing R. 
R of binary relations R, on A, for 
the quotient of A by the smallest 
Proposition 2.34 (Universal property of quotient). If C is a locallyfiltered order-sorted 
signature, if A is an order-sorted C-algebra, and if R is an S-sorted family of binary 
relations R, on A, for SES, then the quotient map q: A-A/R satisfies the following: 
(1) R c ker(q), and 
(2) if f: A+ B is any order-sorted C-homomorphism such that R c ker( f ), then there is 
a unique C-homomorphism v: A/R-+B such that v 0 q=f (see Fig. 2). 
A f -B 
AIR 
Fig. 2. Condition (2) of Proposition 2.34 
Proof. (1) follows from ker(q) being the smallest congruence containing R. 
For (2) let f: A+B be an order-sorted C-homomorphism such that R G ker( f ). 
Then ker(q) G ker( f) and both are congruences so that for each connected component 
C we have ker(q)cc ker(f)c and there is a unique function Q:(A/R)~+B~ such that 
vc 0 qc =fc for fc: Ac-+B, defined by fc(u) =fs(a) if UEA, (this is well defined by local 
filtering). It remains only to check that, restricting vc to each one of the sorts SEC, the 
family (us 1 SES} thus obtained is an order-sorted C-homomorphism. Property (2) for 
order-sorted homomorphisms follows by construction. Let ~EC,,,, s with w = sl . sn 
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and let uiEA,i for i= 1, ,.. , II. Then (omitting sort qualifications throughout) we have 
4(AINACall, ..‘> C~~l))=4C&(~l, ..‘> an)]) 
=,m&l, .” 3 4)=&(fkJ), .” J(4) 
=B,(t’(Call), “. ,4Canl)). 
We leave the case w=h for the reader to check. 0 
We remark that this universal property characterizes the quotient map uniquely up 
to isomorphism. The following is now an easy consequence of Proposition 2.34. 
Proposition 2.35 (Homomorphism theorem). Let C be a locally filtered order-sorted 
signature and let f: A-B be an order-sorted C-homomorphism. Then A/ker( f) z f (A) 
(isomorpkism as order-sorted C-algebras). 
Proof. Let f’ : A+f(A) denote the corestriction off to f(A). Then by the universal 
property of the quotient with R= ker(,f’)=ker(f), there is a (unique) 
v: A/ker(f)+f(A) such that ~‘0 q=f’. Then L’ is surjective sincef’ is, and it remains to 
show that u is injective. To this end (omitting sort qualifications again), suppose that 
a([ul])=~([u2]). Thenf(al)=f(a2); so, [ul]=[u2]. 0 
We shall say that an order-sorted algebra C is an homomorphic image of another 
order-sorted algebra A iff there is an order-sorted C-homomorphism f: A+B such 
that C =f(A). By the homomorphism theorem (for C locally filtered), C is a homomor- 
phic image of A iff C is Z-isomorphic to A/ = for some order-sorted C-congruence = _ 
Definition 2.36. Let (S, C) be an order-sorted signature and let A and B be many- 
sorted Z-algebras. Then we define their product A x B to be the many-sorted C- 
algebra with carriers (A x B),= A, x B, for each SES, and with (A x B),((al, b,), 
... 3 (a,, b,,))=(&@, > .. . 7 u,,), B,(hI, . . . , b,)) for each ~:.sr . ..s.+.s in C, where each 
Ui and bi are of sort si for i = 1, . , n. We now define the two projections pl : A x B+ A 
andp2:AxB~Btobe{pl,~s~S}and{p2,js~S},respectively,wherepl,:A,xB,~A, 
and ~2, : A, x B,-+B, are the first and second projection functions from the Cartesian 
product A,x B,. Note that pl and p2 are C-homomorphisms. If A and B are 
order-sorted algebras, then so is A x 8, and the projection functions are order-sorted 
homomorphisms. Similarly, we can define the product niAi of a family (Ai 1 iel} 
of many-sorted or order-sorted C-algebras, with projection homomorphisms 
pj:niAi-*A. .I’ 
Proposition 2.37 (Universal property of product). Let A, B, C be order-sorted (or 
many-sorted) Z-algebras, and let q 1 : C+A and q2 : C+B be order-sorted (or many- 
sorted) C-homomorphisms. Then there is a unique order-sorted (or many-sorted) C- 
homomorphism v : C+ A x B suck that pl c v = ql and p2 0 v = q2. This result also gener- 
alizes to products of arbitrary fumilies. 
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3. Order-sorted equational deduction 
This section gives rules of deduction for OSA with conditional equations, and 
proves their completeness. This yields a construction for initial and free order-sorted 
algebras as quotients of term algebras by the congruence generated by the rules of 
deduction from the given equations, in a way that parallels MSA. 
Before turning to the rules, we consider order-sorted term substitution. Given 
a coherent order-sorted signature (S, <<, C) and two S-sorted variable sets X and Y, 
a substitution is an S-sorted map 8: X+Fz( Y); note that this is a special case of the 
assignment concept given earlier (Theorem 2.13) in which the values assigned to the 
variables are terms. We adopt the convention that the unique order-sorted C- 
homomorphism 8” : J rx(X)+Fz(Y) induced by 8 is also denoted 0. 
3.1. The rules of order-sorted equational deduction 
Given an order-sorted signature C and a set r of conditional C-equations, we 
consider each unconditional equation in r to be derivable. The following rules allow 
deriving further (unconditional) equations: 
(1) Rejexivity. Each equation of the form 
(VX) t=t 
is derivable. 
(2) Symmetry. If 
(VX) t=t’ 
is derivable, then so is 
(VX) t’ = t. 
(3) Transitivity. If the equations 
(VX) t=t’, (VX) t’=t” 
are derivable, then so is 
(VX) t = t”. 
(4) Congruence. If d,t”: X+Fz(Y) are substitutions such that for each XEX, the 
equation 
(VY) 0(x) = P(x) 
is derivable, then given tarp, the equation 
(VY) e(t)=e’(t) 
is also derivable. 
(5) Substitutivity. If 
(VX) t=t’ if C 
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is in r, and if 0: X+Fz(Y) is a substitution such that for each U= v in C, the 
equation 
(V Y) e(u) = H(t;) 
is derivable, then so is 
(VY) e(t)=s(t’). 
When the equations in r are unconditional, rule (5) takes the form 
(5’) Unconditional Substitutivity. If 
(VX) t=t’ 
is in r, and if H: X+Fz( Y) is a substitution, then 
(VY) e(t)=e(t’) 
is derivable. 
Although these rules are rather compactly formulated, they correspond exactly to 
intuitions that we feel should be expected for equational deduction. Of course, there 
are many possible variations on this rule set; for example, see [72]. Also, order-sorted 
Horn clause logic is discussed in [28], and [26] gives an overview of the equational 
case. 
3.2. Completeness und initiality theorems 
We now show that the above rules are sound and complete for deriving all the 
unconditionnI equations that hold in the class of all algebras that satisfy I-. Our proof 
exploits the machinery of algebra, rather than relying on purely syntactic arguments 
as in the usual completeness proofs. We then obtain initial and free algebras for a set 
I- of conditional equations as a corollary. 
Theorem 3.1 (Completeness). Given a coherent order-sorted signature Z, given t, t’ in 
TX(X), and given a set r of conditional Z-equations, the following assertions are 
equivalent: 
(Cl) (VX) t = t’ is derivublefiom r using rules (l)-(5). 
(C2) (VX) t = t’ is satisfied by every order-sorted C-algebra that satisfies r. 
When all equations in r are unconditional, the same holds replacing rule (5) by rule (5’). 
Proof. We leave the reader to check soundness, i.e., that (Cl) implies (C2); this follows 
as usual by induction from the soundness of each rule of deduction separately. Here 
we show completeness, i.e., that (C2) implies (Cl). The structure of this proof is as 
follows: We are given a C-equation e=(VX)t = t’ that is satisfied by every C-algebra 
that satisfies r, and we wish to show that e is derivable from r; to this end, we 
construct a C-algebra ~4 such that if ,d satisfies e then e is derivable from r; then we 
show that .d satisfies r. 
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First, we show that the following property of terms t, t’~y~(X), for some sort s, 
defines an order-sorted C-congruence on FE(X): 
(D) (VX) t = t’ is derivable from r using rules (l)-(5). 
Let us denote this relation -,-(x,. Then rules (l)-(3) say that -,-,xI is an equivalence 
relation on TX(X), for each sort s. By applying rule (4) to terms t of the form 
a(.~~, . . . , x,) for 0~1, we see that -T(XI is a many-sorted C-congruence. Finally, 
-, ,xj is also an order-sorted Z-congruence, because property (D) does not depend 
upon s. 
Now we can form the order-sorted quotient of yz(X) by -T(X), which we denote by 
,yz,.(X), or within this proof, just .d for short. Then, by the construction of d, for 
each t, t’EFz(X) we have 
(*) [t] = [t’] in A iff (D) holds. 
where [t] denotes the - I.(x,-equivalence class of t. 
We next show the key property of &, that 
(**) (VX)t=t’ satisfied in -n/ implies that (D) holds. 
Since the equation (VX)t= t’ is satisfied in &, we can use the inclusion ix:X+& 
sending x to [x] as an S-sorted assignment to get that [t] = [t’] in &; then (D) holds 
by (*). 
We now prove that .d satisfies r. Let (V Y)t = t’ if C be a conditional equation in r, 
and let 0: Y+,d be an S-sorted assignment such that H(u)=O(c) for each U=V in C. 
Then for each SES and each JJE K we can choose a representative t,~~~(X), such that 
O(JJ)=[~,] in .d. Now let 4: Y+.rz(X) be the substitution sending JI to t,. Then 
8(y)= [4(y)] for each YE Y and, therefore, d(t) = [4(t)] in .d for any tEyz(Y), by the 
freeness of yz( Y) over Y (see Fig. 3). Therefore, [d(u)] = [4(v)] holds in AZI, and by 
the property (*). the equation (VX) d(u) = 4(tl) is derivable from r using rules (l)-(5) 
for each U=V in C. Therefore, by rule (5), the equation (VX) 4(t)=$(t’) is derivable 
from r and, hence, by (*), O(t)=Q(t’) holds in .d; thus, the conditional equation 
(V Y) t = t’ if C holds in .d. 
Since an unconditional equation is just a conditional equation whose set C of 
conditions is empty, when every equation in r is unconditional we are reduced to the 
simplified special case of the above argument where only the rule (5’) is needed. 0 
Fig. 3. 
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It is interesting to note that this theorem also gives the completeness theorems for 
ordinary MSA, and of course for unsorted algebra, as special cases. Now the initiality 
and freeness results. 
Corollary 3.2 (Initiality I). Given a coherent order-sorted signature C and a set r oj 
conditional C-equations, then F&8) (henceforth denoted Fzz,r) is an initial (C, f)- 
algebra, and TX,=(X) is a .free (C, r)-algebra on X. 
Proof. First note that the freeness of Y Z. r(X) specializes to the initiality of YZ, r when 
X=0, so that it suffices to show the freeness of TX,(X). Let A be an order-sorted 
algebra satisfying r, and let a:X+A be an assignment for A. Then we have to show 
that there is a unique order-sorted Z-homomorphism a’: FZ, r(X)+.4 extending a, 
i.e., such that a&(q(x))=a(x) for each x6X, where q denotes the quotient homomor- 
phism q : Fz(X)+.Fz, [.(X). The existence of a’ follows from the completeness the- 
orem, because the fact that A satisfies r implies that a*(t)=a*(t’) for every equation 
(VX)r=t’ that is derivable from r with the rules (l)-(5), and this implies that 
-rcx,~krr(u*) and, thus, by the universal property of quotients (Proposition 2.34), 
there is a unique order-sorted homomorphism a’ : rT,, r(X)-+,4 with a* = a’ 0 q. 
The uniqueness of n” now follows by combining the universal property of .YZ(X) as 
a free order-sorted algebra on X with the universal property of q as a quotient, as 
follows: Let h: .Fx.r(X)-+A be another order-sorted homomorphism such that 
h(q(x))=u(x) for each XEX. Since Fz(X) is a free order-sorted algebra on X, we have 
a* = h c q, and by the universal property of q as a quotient we have h =a& as 
desired. 0 
It is also worth explicitly drawing out the following consequence of our proof of the 
completeness theorem. 
Corollary 3.3. Given a coherent order-sorted signature .Z and a set r of (conditional) 
Z-equations, un equation (VX)t = t’ is satisjied by every C-algebra that satisjies r [@it is 
satisfied by TX. r(X). 
3.3. Retracts 
We have already shown in the Introduction that strong typing is not flexible 
enough in practice, and suggested that OSA can provide the necessary flexibility with 
retracts. For example, a term such as head ( ta i 1 (0 1 0 0) ) is not well-formed 
according to the syntax of Example 2.14 (BITS), because head’s arguments should 
have sort NeLi s t but the term t a i I (0 1 0 0) only has sort Li s t, even though we 
know that it will evaluate to the nonempty list 1 0 0. One might think that this is 
“just run-time type checking”, and should, therefore, be handled by the operational 
semantics. However, retracts have a very nice, purely semantic treatment as a conser- 
vative extension (see below); of course, there is also an operational semantics, de- 
veloped in joint work with Jouannaud [22]. 
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The basic construction extends an order-sorted signature C to another order-sorted 
signature Z@ having the same sorts as C, and having the same operation symbols as 
C plus some new ones called retracts of the form rSS,S: s’+s for each pair s’, s in the 
same connected component of s. The semantics of retracts is then given by new retract 
equations of the form 
(t/x) Ts’, &X) = x, 
where x is a variable of sort s. 
The OBJ implementation inserts retracts to transform ill-formed C-terms, such as 
head{ tai 1 (0 1 0 0) ), that might become well-formed after reduction, into Z@- 
terms. This has the effect of giving them the benefit of the doubt at parse time, by 
filling gaps between actual sorts and required sorts with retracts. For example, 
head(tail(O 10 0)) 
is replaced by 
head(rList,NeList (tail (0 I 0 0 0))) 
and is then reduced to 1 by applying the rules in BITS and a retract rule; thus, the 
original term is vindicated during reduction. On the other hand, the term 
head(tail(tail(1))) 
is temporarily accepted as the term 
head(rLi,t,NeList(tail(rList,NeList(tail(l))))) 
and is then reduced to 
which serves as a very informative error message. This kind of run-time typechecking 
is relatively inexpensive, and together with the polymorphism provided by subsorts 
and by parameterized modules,’ combines the syntactic flexibility of untyped lan- 
guages with the advantages of strong typing. In fact, unlike the untyped case, truly 
nonsensical expressions can be detected at compile time and rejected, whereas any 
expression that could possibly recover is allowed to be evaluated. By “truly nonsensi- 
cal” we mean expressions such as f ac to r i a 1 ( f a 1 se ) that contain subexpressions 
in the wrong connected component (assuming that booleans and natural numbers are 
in different connected components of the sort poset) and, therefore, cannot be parsed 
by inserting retracts. 
We now show that adding retracts is safe. Suppose that we begin with an order- 
sorted signature Z and a set r of conditional G-equations. By adding the retract 
operations we extend X to a signature Z@, and by adding the retract equations we 
extend F to a set of equations P. Our requirement for retracts to be well-behaved is 
that the extension (2, r)&(C@, f @) should be conservative in the sense that 
lhrCx)t’ iff t-pfxjt’, for all t, t’E.Tz(X). 
’ Parameterized modules will be the main subject of the forthcoming Part III of this paper. 
In model-theoretic terms, this is equivalent to requiring that the unique order-sorted 
C-homomorphism $s: FL, ,.(X)-+TTz~., c%>(X) which leaves the elements of X fixed, is 
injective. We will prove this under the following very natural assumption on the 
algebras ~7;. , (X): given XCX’. then the unique Z-homomorphism 
I*, x, : .7 -:, , (X)+.F1, ,-(X’) induced by the composite map X CG X’+.Yz, ,-(X’) (first 
inclusion, then the natural mapping of each variable to the class of terms equivalent to it) 
is injective. We will say that a presentation (Z. r) is,firitl&l if it satisfies this injectivity 
condition. Although they arc pathological, unfaithful presentations do exist. and for 
them the extension with retracts is not conservative, as shown by the following 
example from [24]. 
Example 3.4. Let Z have sorts N. h, tl with u. h < U. have an operationf‘: a+h, have no 
constants of sort U, have constants 0. 1 of sort h, plus +, & binary infix and 1 unary 
prefix of sort h. Let P have the equations ~(S)=,{(S), J’+J=J; J&_v=J, ~+(l I+)= 1, 
(1 _r) + J‘ = 1, J&(T J,) = 0, (1 J,)& JS = 0, 10 = 1, 1 I = 0. Then (V.u) I = 0 is deducible 
from r, where .x is a variable of sort a, although (V@)l =0 is twt deducible from r. 
Thus, (Z, r) is not faithful. Note that ,Y1,, has 1 #O (because of the second equation) 
but 31’h, J.%> has I =0 because of the first equation and the presence of constants of sort 
a such as r;,,.(O) and T~,.~,(I). Thus, the extension (1, T)c(C @, f ‘) is not conservative. 
There are simple conditions on both the signature Z and on the equations I’ that 
guarantee faithfulness of a presentation (C, r). For arbitrary r, it is necessary and 
sufficient that Z has no ytmi-rtnpt~~ models, which are algebras A such that A,=@ for 
some s but A,,, #Q? for some other sort s’ 1241. For arbitrary 1. it is sufficient that r is 
a set of confluent rewrite rules [55]. 
The following model-theoretic proof of the conservative extension result for faithful 
presentations uses naturality of the family $x of morphisms, which, in particular, gives 
commutativity of Fig. 4 for XC X’. where /c~,~, is the unique Co-homomorphism 
induced by the composite map X 4 X’~.Y-~:,~,,-~~(X’). 
Fig. 4. 
Theorem 3.5. [f C is coheretlt ad (C, r) isfitithful, then the extensiott (C, T)s(Z’. r@) 
is cmserratire. 
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Proof. We have to show that $x: Fz, ,-(X)+J “za,rm(X) is injective. By the above 
naturality diagram (Fig. 4) plus faithfulness, it suffices to show that tix, : Fz, r(X’)+ 
Fx~,~~(X’) is injective, where X’zX is obtained from X by adding a new variable 
symbol of sort s for each sort s with X,=0. Now pick an arbitrary variable symbol 
x~EX, for each sgS. The key step is to make the (C, f)-algebra Y&X’) into 
a (Co, r@)-algebra by defining Y,,, s : Fz, r(X’)sr-+~ rx,r(X’), to be the function that 
sends [~]EY~.~(X’), to [t] and, otherwise, sends it to x,“. It is now easy to see that the 
retract equations are satisfied. Thus, the freeness of Yxo.ra(X’) implies that the natural 
inclusion X’+Yz. ,(X’) induces a unique Co-homomorphism q: FE*,-(X’)- 
Fz, r(X’) such that q 0 Ic/xs is the identity. Therefore $x, is injective. 0 
4. Reduction to many-sorted algebra 
This section reduces OSA to conditional MSA, thus providing a systematic way to 
import OSA analogues of known MSA results. The difference is essentially one of 
viewpoint; mathematically, it is an “equivalence of categories” (this notion is defined 
below). This result also implies that MSA rewriting can be used as the operational 
semantics of a logical programming language based on order-sorted algebra (as in 
OBJ2 [13, 141); see [22] for details. Next, we relate OSA and MSA equational 
satisfaction, and get less direct proofs of the existence of initial and free order-sorted 
algebras for conditional equations than those in Section 3.2 above. We also lift the 
Birkhoff variety theorem and the McKinsey-Malcev quasivariety theorem from MSA 
to OSA. 
4.1. Reduction theorem 
The basic idea is to provide for each locally filtered order-sorted signature C a cor- 
responding many-sorted signature C# with a set J of Z#-equations such that being an 
order-sorted C-algebra is “essentially the same” (i.e., up to isomorphism) as being 
a many-sorted C#-algebra satisfying J. 
Given a locally filtered order-sorted signature Z with sort poset (S, <), the corre- 
sponding C# has the same sort set S, has an operation symbol c,~,~EC$,, for each 
DEC,,, (including constants, where w =I), and has additional operation symbols 
c,, s~~‘Y~S whenever s < s’ in S, called inclusion operations. The conditional equations 
in J are the following (omitting the obvious quantifier and sort information): 
(1) (identity) c,,~(x)=x, for each SES; 
(2) (injectivity) x=y if c,,,,(x) =c~.~,(Y), for each s<s’ in S; 
(3) (transitivity) c,,, s,,(~,. s9(x)) = c,, s,,(x), for each s 6s’ <s” in S; 
(4) (homomorphism) whenever 0: sl . ..sn+s and a:s’l ..s’Iz-+s are in C with 
.si<s’i and, therefore (by monotonicity), s <s’ in S, then 
C,,s’(~sl...,n..~(X1,~~~, X,))=~s’l...s’n,.s’(Csl.s’l(xl)r “’ ? G,,dnh)). 
(Note that the injectivity equation is conditional.) 
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We can view an order-sorted Z-algebra A as a many-sorted C#-algebra A# by 
letting At = A, for each SES, with A(:,, the inclusion A? c_ A$ for each s <s’ and with 
AfM,T= A,: A,,+A, for OEZ,.,. Then A# satisfies J by construction. Moreover, this 
construction of A” from A extends naturally to homomorphisms, since an order- 
sorted C-homomorphism f‘: A+B is also a many-sorted C#-homomorphism 
f’#::#+B# with ,fS# =.f; : A$ +I?:. This follows because the operations CJ,_ satisfy 
condition (1) of Definition 2.8 by construction, while for the operations c,, sI this is just 
condition (2) forfto be an order-sorted homomorphism. In this way we get a functor 
(_)# :OSAlgz+Algz~.J, 
where AlgZ#.J is the category of many-sorted I#-algebras satisfying J. The reduction 
theorem (Theorem 4.2) shows that this functor is an equivalence of categories. 
Our proof of the reduction theorem needs some facts about filtered colimits of sets. 
A filtered diayratn of sets is a functor D:(S, <)-Set, where (S, <) is a filtered poset; 
i.e., D is a collection of sets [Dz 1 SES) together with functions d,,,, : D,jD,, for each 
sds’ in (S, <), with d,,, the identity on D, for each s, and such that d,,,.. =It,,,,‘. Ed,,,, 
whenever s < s’ <s”. The colilnit of such a filtered diagram D, written colim(D), can be 
computed as a quotient of the coproduct Uses D, (which we represent as the disjoint 
union UstSDI x is)) by the equivalence relation = defined by (u, ~)-(a’, s’) iff for 
some s” 3 s, s’ in S, d, s,,(a) = d,,, s, (a’). R e fl exivity and symmetry of the relation = are 
obvious, and transitivity follows from filtration. For each D, there is a map 
jb: D,-+colim(D) defined as the composition of the coproduct injection D,+u,,,D, 
with the natural projection into equivalence classes USFsD,+colim(D), and the j, 
commute with the d,,,’ in the natural way by construction. Moreover, one can now 
check that colim(D) with the mapsj, has the following universal property of a colimit 
in Set of the diagram D: given maps {,L: D,+A / SES~ such that,f;=f$ c d,,,. whenever 
s<s’, then there is a unique mapf: co/im(D)-+A such that ,I’- j,=fs for each SEX. We 
need the following result about this construction. 
Lemma 4.1. !f’oll tlze d, ,,, ($‘a,filterrrl diagrum D: (S, <)+Set are injective, then thej, 
are also injectiae. 
Proof. (a, s)-(u’, s) iff d,,,,(a)=d,.,,(a’) for some s’>s 8 (since the d,, s, are injective) 
a=u’. q 
Theorem 4.2 (Reduction). Given a coherent order-sorted signature C, then thefunctor 
(_)” : OSAlgz+Algz+.J is un equivalence ofcategories, in the sense that there is another 
functor (_)’ : Algr*,J +OSAlg, such that for each A in OSAlg, and B in A1gps.J there 
are isomorphisms A = A #’ and Be B’# that are natural’0 in A and B, respectively. 
I0 The condition for an isomorphism to be natural is spelled out in the body of this proof; see also L5 I. 
Theorem IV.41. 
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Proof. Given B in AlgZ*,J we define B’ as follows: First, note that, for each connected 
component C of S, the sets {& 1 SEC} together with their c,,,, form a filtered diagram, 
and the maps j,7 into the filtered colimit B;1 are injective by Lemma 4.1. Now define 
K=j,(&), and given =~.Yi,....sn,,s define B&:Ki...,,,-tBB by 
B;(j,,(b,), . . ,j,,(b,))=j,(B.~‘--.““,“(6,, . ..) b )). 
Checking that B’ in fact satisfies the conditions of an order-sorted algebra is an 
exercise in the use of the equations J and the commutation of thej, with the c,,,,. 
This construction becomes a functor as follows: first note that given a connected 
component C of S and given k: A-tB in AlgZ#,J the maps k, constitute a natural 
transformation between two diagrams on the poset C and, therefore, they induce 
a map h>:A;+& between their colimits: on elements, the map k; is defined by 
k>([(a, s)])= [(k,Ja), s)]. Therefore, we can define maps k; by restricing kg to domain 
Aj and codomain B,. It follows from the definitions of (-)# and (-)’ that for any 
order-sorted C-algebra A one has A #‘E A; indeed, in this case we can compute the 
colimits Acff’ as unions usEc A, and get an actual equality A #‘= A. 
By using the equations in J it is also easy to check that the bijections js: B,+B,# 
define an isomorphism Q : B _Y B’#. We now have to show that the isomorphism aB is 
natural in B. This just means that when B varies over Algz*,J the ~a’s are compatible 
with the functor (_)‘# , i.e., for any 11: B+B’ in Algz#,J Fig. 5 commutes. This follows 
from the definition of k’# and is left as an exercise. (The identity A#‘= A that we got 
computing the colimits involved as unions is already natural in A, since (-)#’ is the 
identity functor on OSALgx.) 0 
B’# ,,” B’# 
Fig. 5. 
4.2. Semantic consequences of’ the reduction theorem 
The reduction theorem is also useful for lifting other MSA results to OSA. Because 
an equivalence of categories preserves initial objects (for example, by the general result 
that an equivalence of categories preserves colimits, e.g., [Sl, Theorem V.5.1]), the 
reduction theorem implies that (_)” sends any initial order-sorted C-algebra to an 
initial (Z#, J)-algebra whenever C is coherent, and so we get the isomorphism 
r # r z Tz+,J. Similalry, when 1 is a (not necessarily regular) locally filtered signature, 
(-)’ sends the initial (C#, J)-algebra T z‘+,J to an initial order-sorted algebra, because 
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(_ )’ is an equivalence of categories. Thus, initial order-sorted algebras exist even when 
C is not regular (of course, there is an isomorphism T;*,, %Yz when Z is coherent). By 
the equivalence of categories, the existence of an initial order-sorted algebra now 
follows directly from the well-known existence of many-sorted initial algebras for 
conditional equations. However, the explicit construction of 9-Z given in Theorem 
2.12 when C is regular is fairly simple, helps to develop intuitions about OSA, and 
does not require local filtering. 
Corollary 4.3 (Initiality 11). Given a locallyjitered order-sorted signature C with sorts 
S, and an S-sorted set X disjoint from C, then T’ I*,J is an initial order-sorted Z-algebra 
and (Tz*.~(X))’ is afiee order-sorted Z-algebra on X; if C is coherent then 3,# is an 
initial (C#, J)-algebra and YE(X)# is a free (C#, J)-algebra on X. 
This corollary could also be obtained by noting that there is a (right adjoint) 
forgetful functor U : Alg z#,J-+Sets (where Sets is the category of S-sorted sets) with 
U(B)=(B,I~ES~ and using the facts that an equivalence of categories is an adjoint 
and that the composition of adjoints is an adjoint (see [Sl, Theorems IV.8.1 and 
IV.4.1]). 
This corollary is useful in connection with parsing order-sorted terms, through the 
unique C#-homomorphism from the initial C#-algebra, h: T,#--+S,# or, if we want 
terms with variables, hx: Tz#(X)+YI(X)#. The set P(tj= {t’~T~a(X)l h,(t’)=t} for 
tErx(X) is the set of all disambiguated parses oft as a I#-term; let P(t)s denote the set 
of parses oft of sort s, i.e., P(t) n Tz# (X),. Proposition 2.10 showed that for C coherent, 
there is a least sort s with teFz,, and, therefore, with P(t), nonempty; this sort s was 
denoted U(t). For r a set of order-sorted equations, conditional or not, let P(r) 
denote the set of all possible parses for each equation in f. 
In fact, the construction of Proposition 2.10 can be adapted as follows to find the 
least sort parse U(t) of t: First, for x a variable symbol, let LP(.x)=x; next, for 
t = a(tl . . tn) with n30 and with si= LS(ti), let (w, s) be the least pair such that 
sl . . sn d w and [TEC,,, s (which exists because C is regular); then LP(t) = (T,. ,(LP(tl), 
. . . , LP(tn)). 
The results of this section are also useful in reducing the satisfaction of equations in 
OSA to the satisfaction of equations in MSA. The main theorem is the following. 
Theorem 4.4 (Satisfaction). For C a coherent order-sorted signature: 
(1) A C-algebra A satisfies a conditional equation (VX) t= t’ if C @the C#-algebra 
A# satisjes any conditional equation (say of sort s) (VX) tl = t; if C, such that 
hx,,(tl)=t, h,.,(t;)=t’, and hx(C1)=C. 
(2) Conversely, a (Z”, J)-algebra B satisjes a conditional equation (VX) tl = t; if C, 
(of sort s) $f the order-sorted algebra B’ satisfies the conditional equation 
(VX) h,&,)=h&;) if h,(C,). 
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Proof. For any assignment a: X+.4, let u+ : 7’ptx,-tA# and a*:.Fz(X)+A denote 
the unique homomorphisms induced by a. By definition of satisfaction, to prove (1) it 
is enough to show that for any try: and tI~Tr*(X), such that hx,,(tI)=t, one has 
aS’(rI)=a*(r). This follows from the initiality of Tz*,,Y, by noting that Fig. 6 gives 
~*~(I~~(.u))=u*~((~)=u(.~)=u+(.~) and, thus, u*# h, equals the homomorphism 
II+ : TI*txj+A #. Next, we reduce the proof of (2) to the proof just given for (1) by 
noting that since B is isomorphic to B ‘#, it satisfies exactly the same equations as B’” 
and [using (l)] B’# satisfies an equation (VX) tr =t’, iff B’ satisfies the equation 
(VX) h,.,(r,)=h,.,(l;). G 
Fig. 6. 
This theorem shows that for r a set of conditional order-sorted Z-equations and for 
P(r) the set of all possible parses of the equations in r as conditional /?I#-equations, 
the functor (_)# restricts as expected. 
Corollary 4.5. For C u cokerent siynuture und r II set of conditional C-equations, there 
is an equiculence ?f categories 
As before, this means that initial algebras, and, more generally, free algebras, are 
preserved by the equivalence of categories. Therefore, we can prove in a different way, 
without appeal to order-sorted deduction, the existence of initial and free order-sorted 
algebras. 
Corollary 4.6 (Initiality III). Gicen a cokerent siynuture Z, tke class OSAlgx, ,. of 
C-algebras satisfying u set r oj’conditional equations has m initial algebra, and for any 
wriuhle srl X, ulso a free (Z, r)-ulyebru ouer X. In particulnr, (TI*.~~~(I.~)’ is un initial 
(C, f)-algebra, and (T~d,~,~~,~-,(x))’ is a,flee (L, r)-ulgebru on X. 
Two important consequences of the satisfaction theorem are order-sorted versions 
of the McKinseyyMalcev quasivariety and the Birkhoff variety theorems. Since the 
case when the set of sorts S is infinite requires some additional developments (for 
which see [24]), we treat the case of a finite set of sorts. The MSA McKinsey-Malcev 
theorem states that a class of many-sorted algebras is definable by conditional 
equations iff it is closed under products, subalgebras, and filtered colimits (for 
example, see [37,63.3], where the statement is one-sorted; note that our formulation 
considers limits and colimits up to isomorphism; so, we do not need closure under 
isomorphisms). The Birkhoff variety theorem [l] characterizes classes of algebras 
definable by unconditional equations as those classes closed under products, subal- 
gebras, and homomorphic images (Birkhoff’s original formulation was one-sorted; see 
[41] for the first many-sorted formulation, and [24] for a corrected statement 
regarding quantification of variables and a discussion of infinitely many sorts). Our 
aim is to use the equivalence of categories to lift these two theorems from MSA to 
OSA. However, first we need to relatiuize the MSA McKinseyyMalcev and Birkhoff 
theorems to a subclass defined by conditional equations, due to the presence of the 
conditional C#-equations J. 
First some notation: For % a class of order-sorted C-algebras, let P(W), S(g), H(g), 
and F(V) denote the closure of % under products, subalgebras, homomorphic images, 
and filtered colimits, respectively. Similarly, for %I a class of many-sorted C#- 
algebras, let P’(% 1), S’(% 1), H’(%‘,), and F’(% 1) denote the corresponding many- 
sorted closures. 
Lemma 4.7. Giuerl a many-sorted signature Q with a finite sort set, a set for r, of 
conditional Q-equations, and a class C&I of algebras contained in Alg,.,, then the 
,followimg hold: 
(1) % 1 is of theform Algcj,r, vr,for some set r2 of conditional equations ifSit is closed 
in Algn,, , under products, subalgebras, and filtered colimits. 
(2) %, is ~~f‘the,fiwm Alga,r,vl., fbr some set Tz of unconditional equations iff it is 
closed in Algn,r, under products, subalgebras, and homomorphic images. 
Proof. The first statement follows from the well-known (and easily shown) fact that 
classes of equations and classes of algebras form a Galois connection, and the closures 
under products, subalgebras, and filtered colimits of any class in AlgQ,l, and in Algn 
coincide precisely by virtue of the McKinsey-Malcev Theorem. 
The second statement follows by remarking that Algn,r, is closed under products 
and subalgebras, so that those two closures coincide in Algo,r, and in Algn. The 
closure under homomorphic images of %, in Alg*,, I is just the intersection 
H’(%,)nAlgn,r,. Since ‘gl is assumed closed under products and subalgebras, and 
since the closure under homomorphic images of a class closed under products and 
subalgebras is also so closed, the Birkhoff variety theorem implies that H’(‘%‘,) is of 
the form Algn,,.2 for some set r2 of unconditional equations and, so, we have 
‘go =Algn,r,nAlgn.r,=Algn,r,“r,, as desired. The converse is now easy. 0 
Corollary 4.8 (McKinseyyMalcev quasivariety and Birkhoff variety). For (S, 6, C) 
u coherent order-sorted signature with S finite: 
l A class of order-sorted Z-algebras is de$nable by some set of conditional equations 
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r (i.e., is of the form OSAlgZ,r for some set r ?f conditional equations) ifSit is closed 
under products,’ ’ &algebras, and jiltered colimits. 
l A class of order-sorted C-algebras is dejnable by some set of (unconditional) equa- 
tions r (i.e., is of tke,form OSAlgz,r for some r qf unconditional equations) iff it is 
closed under products, subalgebras, and homomorphic images. 
Proof. Note that by the satisfaction theorem, any class of order-sorted algebras of the 
form OSAlgz,r for r a set of conditional equations, can be written as (Algz~,JVP~T~)‘. 
Similarly, for rl a set of conditional C#-equations, one has (Algz+,Jurl)‘= 
OSAlgZ,h,,T,l (where X is a set of variables that contains all those declared in the 
equations of r,). This means that a class of order-sorted Z-algebras %? is definable by 
conditional equations (unconditional equations) iff it is of the form (Algz#_J,r,)’ for 
rr some set of conditional (unconditional) .Z”-equations. Note also that if %?I is 
a class of many-sorted algebras contained in AlgZ#.J and closed under isomorphisms, 
then (%Y1)’ is also closed under isomorphisms; in particular, equationally definable 
classes of order-sorted C-algebras are closed under isomorphisms (this was the 
motivation for defining coherent signatures). Now consider the following identities 
that hold for ?ZI a class of many-sorted algebras contained in AlgZ#,J and closed under 
isomorphisms: 
(1) P((@1)‘)=(P’(~r))’ 
(2) S(W,)‘)=(S’(~,)) 
(3) H((~,)‘)=(H’(~,))’ 
(4) F(W,)‘)=(F’(~,))‘. 
Since equivalences of categories preserve all limits and colimits, (1) and (4) are 
immediate. (2) and (3) follow from %r [and, thus, (%‘r)‘] being closed under isomor- 
phisms, by remarking that the functors (_)“’ and (0’ both preserve injections and 
surjections. The OSA McKinsey-Malcev theorem now follows from Lemma 4.7 and 
(l), (2), (4), while the OSA Birkhoff theorem follows from Lemma 4.7 and (l)-(3). 0 
5. Variations on the theme 
Many different ways to define order-sorted algebra have appeared in the literature. 
However, most are less general than our approach; for example, they may fail to admit 
many-sorted algebra as a special case, or to provide a semantic account of over- 
loading. 
5.1. Preregularity 
Let us begin with a variation of our own invention, a weakening of regularity that is 
needed for the discussions which follow. 
I’ That is, products nlAi of families (Ailigl ] over arbitrary index sets I 
Definition 5.1. An order-sorted signature 2‘ is pre~gulur 8 given wO< ~.l in S* and 
given c in Z,Cl,sl there is a least sort SES such that wO< w und FEZ,.,, for some WES*; 
we call s the least sort of CT with arguments (arity) OL’U ~0, and denote it U(CJ, ~0). 
Note that Z(X) is preregular if C is. 
Proposition 5.2. The jdlowiny NW equiralent l2 for an order-sorted signuture C: 
(1) z is prereyulur. 
(2) Each tEf1 bus a least SES such that tEfz,c cdled the Ieat sort oft and denoted 
L&s(t). 
(3) Given SE S md a curiahie set X that is disjoirrt ,fiorn 1, thrn n,,Es. 3,(X),, = 
~\.&wX),~ ( w zere i ~‘6 S’ tnems thut s’<s” for ull YES’). 
Proof. (1) - (2) may be proved essentially the same way as Proposition 2.10. 
(2) + (3): Since preregularity is preserved by adding constants, we need only 
consider ground terms, and since the opposite containment is obvious, it is enough to 
show that nsEs..Yr,, G Us.cs..~~,,.. For any tEnSES.Fz,,, we have LS(r)<S’; thus. 
tc (Jss<s, XI.,,,, as desired. 
(3) 2 (1): Suppose that C is not regular. Then there are \vO and 0 such that CJ is in 
C,,.l,rl with M.O<M.I for some ~1 ES* but LS(o. \vO) does not exist. Let M’O=SI . . ..w. 
and let X consist of the variables .\-I. __. , xn of sorts sl, . . , SII. Then the set S’ of all 
possible sorts for the term a(x1. , xn) is such that any s’ with CJEC,,,.,, and IL.O<M.’ is 
in S’ and any s” in S’ is of the form s”>.s for one such s’; thus, the set S’ cannot have 
a least element. Since o(.~l. . . , rn) belongs to n,,,s, .:‘_(X), and by hypothesis we 
have rjYES.~~(X),=U,.~SI.~_r(X),~. we can conclude that S’ has a least element. 
which is a contradiction. n 
The least parse LP(t) of a term t discussed in Section 4.2 also generalizes to 
preregular signatures. 
The approach to order-sorted algebra given in this paper generalizes the one given 
in [22], and differs from others in the literature [ 15,66,7 1,721. This section gives 
a precise comparison of our approach with these others, and concludes that the 
approaches are close enough that they can simulate each other; on the other hand, it 
also concludes that there are substantial advantages, both in generality and in the 
pragmatics of language design, that support our choice. Our main goals in choosing 
definitions have been: 
l To be as genera1 and simple as reasonably possible. 
l To insure that MSA is a special case of OSA. 
l To give a semantic account of overloading. 
“We first proved this result asaummg that the poset S of sorts satistied the descending chain condition: 
we thank Gert Smolka for panting out that this restriction is unnecessary. 
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All authors seem to agree on the notion of order-sorted signature (except perhaps 
for an inessential restriction in [15]). However, significant differences arise in the 
notions of algebra and homomorphism. From more to less general we have the 
following: 
1. OSAlgz is the notion given in this paper, which, in particular, involves the 
following monotonicity condition in the definition of order-sorted algebra: 
(2) ac.z wl.sln~w2.s2 and wl<wj2 imply that ~~‘~“‘(a)=A~2*S2(u) for all 
LIE&., . 
2. OSAlgi replaces our condition (2) by the condition 
(2’) if ~~L1.sl nCw2.,2 and if there is a wO,<wl, w2, then AJ1.S1(u)=A,“2,s2(u) 
for all aEAWo. 
The definition of homomorphism is exactly the same in these two cases. 
3. OSAlgg is the category proposed by [1.5,66,71,72]. It replaces condition (2) by 
(2”) if rr~,Z~,r,~~ nCw2.Sz and if UEA’“~~A’“~, then A,“‘.“‘(u)= Az2-““(u). 
The notion of homomorphism f: A-+B adds to ours the requirement 
(H) if ueA,n A,, thenJ(~)=A~(u). 
The differences in generality are reflected by inclusions of categories, 
0SAlg;l G OSAlg; c OSAI& 
where the inclusion OSAlgi G OSAlgr is full, whereas the inclusion OSAlgi c OSAlgr 
is not full in general (i.e., there are homomorphisms in our sense that are not 
homomorphisms in OSAlgi). The discussion below will show that: 
l If C is regular then OSAIg> = OSAlg,. 
l If C is preregular then Yz is initial in OSAlgi. 
l Any preregular signature C can be extended to a regular signature C’ such that 
OSAIg:, = OSAlgp,. 
Thus, the difference between OSAlgi and OSAlg, is not very substantial and, since 
regularity is nicer than preregularity, the main parts of this paper stick to regularity. 
Condition (2) may seem surprisingly general, because it admits some possibly 
unexpected behavior. For example, consider (S, C), where S= {sl, ~2, ~3) with 
sl <s2, ~3, where UECJ.~, and CTEC~~,~~~C,,,,,. Then there are order-sorted Z-alge- 
bras A such that 
A sr’s”2(u) #A;33”3(u). 
For example, one such algebra has AS1 = {a}, A,, = {a, h}, A,, = {a, c} with 
A ;z~“2(a)=A;2.“2(@=h 
and 
A S,“3(a)=A~3,“3(b)=c. 
Condition (2’) excludes this kind of behavior, but condition (2) is technically easier to 
work with, as well as more general; moreover, it is needed for one of the main results of 
this paper, Theorem 4.2. 
Although preregularity may seem very natural, it fails to ensure the equivalence of 
conditions (2) and (2’) in the definition of order-sorted algebra. For example, consider 
a signature C with sorts S={sO, sl, ~2, s3}, subsort relations sO<sl, ~2, and opera- 
tions o:sl +s3 and g:s2-+.~3. Then C is preregular, but the order-sorted algebra 
N with Nsi =N, the natural numbers, for i=O, 1,2, 3, and with N,: N,, -+Ns3 the 
identity function and N, : Ns2-+Ns3 the constant function mapping all the natural 
numbers to 0, fails to satisfy condition (2’). One can rule out such bizarre models by 
accepting only algebras in the subcategory OSAlgi of OSAlg, containing algebras 
that satisfy condition (2’). Since Lemma 5.4 shows that any preregular signature can 
be extended to a regular signature and, since regular signatures ensure condition (2’), 
this paper emphasizes regularity and the simpler, more general condition (2). More- 
over, we have the following. 
Fact 5.3. If‘Z is a regular order-sorted signature, then a Z-algebra A satisfies condition 
(2) ifs it satisfies condition (2’). 
Proof. Clearly, (2’) implies (2). Conversely, assume that A satisfies (2), let 
f7EC wl.sl nC,.,.s, and let ~O<)t’l, ~2. Then there is a least (WI, s) with ~EC,,,,, and 
wOdw. In particular, (u’, s) <(\cl, sl), (~2, ~2). Therefore, A,“‘.“l and A,“2,“2 are 
equal to A,“.” on A,,,. Thus, if acA,,O then also acA,, and A~13S1(u)=A~2xs2(a). 0 
Lemma 5.4. Given a preregular signature E, there is a regular signature C’ on the 
same sort poset such that C E C’ and there is an isomorphism of categories 
OSAlg; 1 OSAlgz,. 
Proof. Let 1’ be the signature containing C (with the same sort poset S) and for each 
WCS* such that ~EC,,,,, for some W’~W a new operation 0: w-+LS(~, w). Since 
C satisfies the monotonicity condition, and w< W’ implies LS(g, w)<LS(o, w’) when- 
ever this is defined, the signature C’ also satisfies the monotonicity condition. Also, for 
each WES* such that ~EC,,,,,,, for some w’>w the least rank for cr with arity greater 
than or equal to w is precisely (w, LS(a, w)). Therefore, Z’ is regular. 
The functor OSAlg,,+OSAlgi of the claimed isomorphism just forgets about the 
new operations introduced in C’, noting that condition (2’) is satisfied because C’ is 
regular. Showing that there is an inverse functor is tantamount to showing that each 
A in OSAlg; can be extended in a unique way to an algebra A’ in OSAlgZz identical 
with A for operations in C in such a way that iff: A+B is in OSAlgi thenf: A’-+B’ is in 
OSAlg,.. Since for each new operation c: w+LS(a,w) in C’ there is an operation 
cr: w+LS(~, w) in C with K~<w’, the extension A’, if it exists, must clearly be unique 
and then Z-homomorphisms must preserve the new operations since these are just 
restrictions of already existing operations. But existence of A’ is guaranteed by 
restriction of the already existing operations, precisely by condition (2’). Z 
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Corollary 5.5. For a preregular signature C the algebra TI is initial in the fill 
subcategory OSAlgt of’OSAlgI dqjined bql those algebras satisfying condition (2’). 
Proof. This can be proved directly, by minor modification of the proof of Theorem 
2.12, but it follows more abstractly from the isomorphism of categories 
OSAlg; z OSAlgz, that maps Fz to Yz,, since isomorphisms of categories preserve all 
limits and colimits and, in particular, preserve initial objects. 0 
A nice property of term algebras is that they automatically satisfy conditions (2”); 
moreover, in the smaller category OSAlg: the term algebra Yz is initial for any 
order-sorted signature C. However, there are good pragmatic reasons to require 
regularity in any case. Poigne [66] preceived regularity does not actually disappear in 
the category OSAlgi; it is hidden in condition (2”) in a sense to be made precise below. 
However, the category OSAlg; has some serious drawbacks, including the following: 
l Condition (2”) rules out the convenient flexibility of ad hoc polymorphism. For 
example, one cannot have an algebra in which the elements 0 and 1 are both 
Booleans and naturals, and in which + is both addition of naturals and exclusive 
or of Booleans. 
l Conditions (2”) and (H) radically exclude many-sorted algebra as a particular case 
of order-sorted algebra. In a many-sorted algebra, two different sorts may have 
elements in common, but homomorphisms may map the same element to different 
images depending on the sort. 
This lack of compatibility between the many-sorted and order-sorted approaches 
associated with OSAlgi is unfortunate, since order-sorted logic is, in principle, 
a refinement of many-sorted logic, and since the previous literature on abstract data 
types has, almost entirely, been developed in the many-sorted framework. 
It is also unfortunate that overloading is so severely limited in this approach, 
because ad hoc polymorphism is such a pervasive and important part of ordinary 
mathematical notation that it would be a great pity, either to entirely rule it out in the 
design of programming languages, or to relegate it to the realm of “mere syntax”, 
without the backing of a proper semantic theory, so that one cannot know in advance 
whether or not some proposed feature might work. Discussions about overloading are 
difficult, and sometimes even acrimonious, for languages as diverse as Ada [67] and 
Haskell [43], precisely because of the lack of an underlying semantic basis for these 
discussions. 
We also wish to mention that requiring signatures to be coherent allows a very 
simple and flexible treatment of equality, since we can always assume that t and t’ have 
the same sort whenever they appear in an equation13 t= t’ by going to a common 
supersort. By contrast, Smolka [71] introduces special equality predicates of the form 
S.SI and requires closure under certain properties of such predicates (so-called 
I3 Recall that we require r and f’ to lie in the same connected component, since we do not consider 
equations across different components meaningful. However, even this restriction could be dropped by 
adding a universal sort. 
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“balanced” signatures) in order to obtain a completeness theorem. This seems 
somewhat unnatural. 
A one-sorted “universe” view of order-sorted algebra lurks within conditions (2”) 
and (H). Defining A = U,sESA, to be the “universe”, then condition (2”) is equivalent to 
the existence for each operation 0 with II arguments of a partial operation A,: A”+.4 
whose domain of definition is the union of the A” such that 0: w+s in C satisfies 
appropriate sort conditions for the results. Similarly, condition (H) is equivalent to the 
existence of a set-theoretic function between universes that preserves sorts and 
operations. Therefore, one way to reconcile our view with that of [15, 66,711 is to 
make the universe explicit. This has also the advantage of showing how an order- 
sorted “universe” view can easily be embedded into an unsorted view where one gets 
for free (in both the categorical and the pragmatic senses!) informative error messages 
for ill-typed expressions that take the form of terms whose only sort is the entire 
universe. The idea is very simple. Take anq’ order-sorted signature C and extend it to 
a signature C” by adding to it a new sort u such that s<u for any old sort s, and also 
adding operations 0: U”-+u for all o:sl . ..sn+s in Z (but note that C” need not be 
regular when C is). We then have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. 
l OSAIg’&= OSAlgzu and in particular, FIU is the initiul algebra for all three 
categories. 
l The forgetful functor (~ Ir) : OSAlgzu-t OSAlg, that forgets about the universe sort 
lands inside OSAlgi and sends one term algebra to the other, i.e., FzUlz=Fz. 
l There is a fkctor (_“): OSAlg~+OSAlg,u left udjoint to (~ lx) with a natural (unit) 
identity A = A”IZ and with u very simple description, namely Az(xl, . . . , xn)= if 
xi~ ASi and O-EC,, ,, ,s,, ,% then A,(xl, . . . , xn) else the term 0(x1,..., xn) of sort u. 
There is another way of relating the two different approaches to order-sorted 
algebra that has the advantage of making explicit in what sense the regularity 
assumption is hidden in conditions (2”) and (H). This has also been noted by Poignt 
[66], although his statement of the facts seems to be inaccurate because he claims 
a full subcategory inclusion rather than an isomorphism of categories. The idea is to 
complete the sort poset S by finite intersections into a poset I(S): The elements of 
I(S) can be represented as finite expressions sl&...&sn for sl, . . . , snES and with 
sl & &sn < s’ 18~. &s’m iff for each s’j there is an si such that si < s’j; of course, two 
representations sl&...&sn and s’l&~..&s’m are equal iff sl&...&snds’l&...&s’m 
and sl & .. &sn 3 ~‘18~. . &s’m. For a general justification of why this construction of 
I(S) works and makes the inclusion map S-+1(S) universal, see for example Corollary 
3.2 (dualized) of [52]. 
We can extend an arbitrary order-sorted signature C on S to a regular signature 
I(C) on I(S) if C satisfies the following reasonable finiteness condition:14 for any G in 
I4 We could actually do it without assuming this condition, but then infinite intersections of sorts would 
need to be added. 
C having 11 arguments, and for any word M.O of length n in I(S)*, the set {wgS* ) OEC,,,,, 
and \vO < 1~) has a finite set of minimal elements, say wl, . , WI, with CJ: w+si. When 
such a set is nonempty, we introduce in I(Z) an operation cr: wO+sl&...&sn. This 
makes I(Z) regular by construction. Now note that every algebra A in OSAlgi can be 
extended to an 1(Z)-algebra 1(A) by defining I(A),l&...&,Y,l=AS1 n...n A,,, with opera- 
tions extended to intersection sorts in the natural way, i.e., suppose that we have 
(T: ~t’O--+sl &~..&sn as above. obtained from CT: G+si. Then UEA~’ implies that ~~~~~ 
and by condition (2”). A,(N) is uniquely defined and belongs to A,i for each i= 1, . , n, 
and therefore to A,Ix,...a,s,,. Since the homomorphisms h: A-+B in OSAlgi are fun- 
ctions on the universes that preserve the sorts and the operations, they also preserve 
intersection of sorts. In other words, there is a functor I : OSAlg~+OSAlg,,r, that is 
faithful and injective on objects and preserves initial algebras; I is also full. since 
many-sorted functions that agree on intersections glue together to give a function on 
the universes. Therefore, we can regard 0SAlg;l as a full subcategory of OSAlg,,l,. 
However, the category OSAlg,,X, can have other objects B such that there is a proper 
inclusion B,,,&. _&,,, c B,l n ... n B,,, rather than an equality. Actually, OSAlg; can be 
nicely axiomatized by sort comtrtritzfs of the form 
as x : si &...& sn if x : sl and . . . and x : sn . 
Further details on sort constraints must wait for Part II of this paper; however, see 
[22] for a very brief introduction. In summary, we have the following. 
Theorem 5.7. The jidnctor I : OSAlg~-+OSAlg,,,, is full, ,fitithfbl, and injective on oh- 
jects, and thergfiwe mukes OSAlgi isomorphic to (I ,fill suhcateyory of OSAlg,(r,. 
Moreover, I presewes initial nlgqehtws, i.e., I(3J = .Y-,~~,. 
Pragmatically, it is very helpful to have a least sort for each term f in an order- 
sorted term algebra. This makes the task of parsing much easier and also supports 
good programming and specification practice. Our experience with many examples 
indicates that this very natural property is generally satisfied in practice and, more- 
over, nonsatisfaction is often connected with conceptual errors. Of course, it is also 
easy to check this condition syntactically. The above subcategory inclusion tells us 
that in a sense, regularity is always present, but we prefer to make it explicit, since this 
gives a much simpler approach to the syntactic aspects of order-sorted algebra that 
any programming language based on these ideas must necessarily address. Moreover, 
as already mentioned, our choice is the only one that makes the logic a natural 
extension of many-sorted logic. For all these reasons, as well as for its being simpler 
and more general, we prefer our approach to the alternatives in [15,66,71,72]. 
Another reason that has been implicit in our choice, and therefore should also be 
mentioned, is that our approach is intimately connected with the Cartesian algebraic 
theories of categorical logic and (with the addition of sort constraints) it actually gives 
a very convenient way to specify Cartesian theories that avoids many of their 
shortcomings; this will also be explained in Part II of this paper. 
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We may summarize the above discussion with the following points: 
l There is basic agreement among all the authors about the concept of order-sorted 
signature; also, the approaches in [ 15,66,7 I, 721 are all equivalent (except perhaps 
for an inessential restriction in [15]). 
l Our approach is more general in the sense that, for each signature, the algebras and 
homomorphism of the alternative approaches form a subcategory of our algebras 
and homomorphisms. 
l Only our approach provides a natural extension of many-sorted algebra as the 
particular case where the sort poset has the discrete order. 
l Only our approach permits the convenient flexibility of ad hoc polymorphism. 
l All approaches can be reconciled, yielding identical categories, by adding a universe 
sort and extending the operation symbols at the universe level. 
l The approach of [ 15,66,71,72] has the advantage that term algebras are initial in 
general, whereas we must require that each term have a least sort; however, initial 
algebras exist in our approach even without this requirement, as shown by Initiality 
Theorem II (Theorem 4.3). The requirement that a least sort exist for each term is 
implicit in the other approaches in a sense made explicit by a full subcategory 
embedding. We believe that the least sort requirement is very natural, and that it 
supports simpler implementations and better programming practice. 
5.3. Further literature 
There is by now such a vast amount of related work that we can hardly do more 
than cite examples almost at random, including the following: 
(1) Implementations of inheritance in Simula [ 121 as further developed in Small- 
talk [36] and other object-oriented languages. 
(2) Overloading and subtypes in Ada [67]. 
(3) The theory of (higher-order) polymorphism as developed in [57,68,8,54], 
among many others. 
(4) There has been recent work on adding subtypes to higher-order calculi [7,2]. 
(5) Work on “classified algebras” [78] and on “multitarget operation” algebra 1381. 
(6) Work on the semantics of natural and artificial languages, including: [44], which 
shows how Montague grammar [SS] (a formal system for natural language semantics) 
can be treated with a version of initial algebra semantics with subsorts; [32], which 
uses error algebras to define programming languages (and, thus, compilers); and [40], 
which uses partial algebras to give a semantics for subscripted variables. 
(7) There is some explicit theory of multiple inheritance in the context of object- 
oriented programming, including [6, 761, and we have ourselves applied order-sorted 
algebra to this problem [27]. 
(8) There is also some work giving operational semantics for subsorts by rewriting, 
e.g., [l I, 801; 122,471 give details of two different operational semantics that imple- 
ment precisely the framework given in this paper. 
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(9) Mosses has generalized order-sorted algebra to “unified algebra” [60], which 
treats elements and subsorts in a uniform way and, thus, can handle nondeterminism 
in an algebraic setting. Mosses developed this formalism to support his “action 
semantics”, an algebraic approach to denotational semantics [59]. 
There are many interesting relationships among these papers: for example, [15] 
follows [ 171 in using signatures C that are “fully overloaded” in the sense that if 
rr: w-+s is in 1 and w’b w and SGS’, then 0: w’+s’ is in C. Our weaker notion of 
regular signature is intended to capture ad hoc polymorphism. Reynolds has sub- 
sequently abandoned the algebraic approach of [69], since (he says) it fails to handle 
the higher-order case. However, higher-order abstract data types have been treated by 
[63], even with a notion of subsort; see [65] for some corrections to [63]. In fact, the 
approach of [69] can be seen as arising from taking the so-called tensor product of 
one algebraic theory with another that consists entirely of subsort inclusions. 
The extremes to which one might be driven by the difficulties of partial algebras are 
illustrated in [40], which models a state change by a change of algebra and, thus, 
models a computation by a sequence of algebras. The “classified algebra” of [78] 
seems to be a version of OSA, and the “multitarget operation” approach of [38] 
combines aspects of the partial algebra and the explicit error sort approaches. 
There is also now much interesting work on unification for order-sorted algebra, 
including [I 1, SO], which discuss algorithms for unification, and [79], which argues 
for the utility of subsorts in connection with resolution and paramodulation. [17] 
gives a systematic treatment of order-sorted unification that is consistent with the 
present paper, and includes a linear-time unification algorithm for signatures satisfy- 
ing some simple conditions. 
Kamin and Archer [46] argue that total algebras are unsuitable for treating errors, 
for reasons like the following: 
l the error messages from various abstractions that use (say) the integers, Int, 
cannot be kept separate; 
l you have to specify all the error behavior of a module in advance of implementing 
it; 
l and, thus, to show correctness of an implementation, all this behavior must also be 
verified. 
None of these objections is valid against the full power of OSA. The first objection is 
met in an elegant and simple manner by permitting each different abstraction that 
uses Int to have its own supersort of Int containing its own error behavior; these 
supersorts need have no intersection outside of ant. The force of the second and third 
objections arise from the fact that the error behavior of an abstraction is often 
determined by the context in which you want to use it. OSA again saves the day, 
although some concepts not discussed in this paper are needed: the notion of 
behavioral equivalence of abstract machines [23,56] can be slightly generalized to 
consider only certain designated subsorts, e.g., those that exclude the error messages; 
behavior outside these subsorts is not specified and, thus, need not be verified. The 
method is flexible enough to permit specifying error messages when required by 
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a problem; for example, in specifying a compiler, one might well want to require that 
certain specific error messages are produced for certain kinds of erroneous input. 
Kamin and Archer [46] also argue that error features like the finite bound of a stack 
or array should not be specified, but should be determined by the implementation; but 
we think this is wrong, since one often wants to specify that at least a certain amount 
of storage must be available. The “implementation” with no storage capacity at all is 
not useful. These issues are discussed in more detail in [56]. It is perhaps worth 
emphasizing that OSA can be used in connection with both abstract machines (which 
have internal states) and data constraints, which together give much more power for 
applications than we have been able to illustrate in the present paper. 
Appendix: a number hierarchy 
This appendix illustrates the expressiveness of order-sorted algebra by constructing 
the number hierarchy from scratch, all the way from the naturals to the quaternions 
with rational coeffcients. Figure 7 displays the highly nontrivial sort structure of this 
example. 
The actual 0BJ3 code consists of modules NAT, INT, RAT, CFX-FMT and QUAT- 
RAT, plus some test cases that use a module TEST defining decimal digits as shorthand 
for the Peano notation with zero and successor given in the code. Since the Peano 
notation is clumsy and insufficient, 0BJ3 provides built in modules NAT, INT and RAT 
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Fig. 7. Sort structure for the number hierarchy 
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that satisfy the specifications given here, but with efficient implementations of the 
usual decimal notation. However, the code below does not make any use of these built 
in data types. 
It is worth noting that standard many-sorted algebra cannot satisfactorily specify 
an example like this. Since RAT, CPX- RAT and QUAT -RAT are fields, one sinks into 
the murky water of division by zero, and the resulting code is inevitably embarras- 
singly complex, or even wrong. By contrast, providing subsorts for nonzero elements 
makes division by zero a nonproblem. Moreover, subsort polymorphism for the 
arithmetic operators allows using the same function symbol for operations like 
addition throughout the hierarchy, as is usual in mathematical notation. 
---> this file is /users/goguen/obj/numm/quat.obj 
---> number hierarchy up to the quaternions 
obj NAT is sorts Nat NzNat Zero . 
subsorts Zero NzNat < Nat . 
op 0 : -> Zero . 
op s- : Nat -> NzNat . 
oP P- : NzNat -> Nat . 
op _+_ : Nat Nat -> Nat [assoc comm] . 
op _*_ : Nat Nat -> Nat . 
op _*_ : NzNat NzNat -> NzNat . 
op _>_ : Nat Nat -> Boo1 . 
op d : Nat Nat -> Nat Ccomml . 
op quot : Nat NzNat -> Nat . 
op gcd : NzNat NzNat -> NzNat Ccomml . 
vars N M : Nat . 
vars N' M' : NzNat . 
eqpsN=N. 
eqN+O=N. 
eq (s N)+(s MI = s s(N + MI . 
eqN*O=O. 
eqO*N=O. 
eq (s N)*(s M) = s(N +(M +(N * MI)) . 
eq 0 > M = false . 
eq N’ > 0 = true . 
eqsN>sM=N>M. 
eq d(O,N) = N . 
eq d(s N, s MI = d(N,M) . 
eq quot(N,M') = if ((N > M')or(N == M') then s quot(d(N,M'),M') 
else 0 fi . 
eq gcd(N',M') = if NJ == M' then N' else (if N' > M' then 
gcd(d(N',M'),M') else gcd(N',d(N',M'))fi)fi . 
endo 
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obj INT is sorts Int NzInt . 
protecting NAT . 
subsort Nat < Int . 
subsorts NzNat < NzInt < Int . 
op -_ : Int -> Int . 
op -_ : NzInt -> NzInt . 
op _+_ : Int Int -> Int Cassoc corm] . 
op _*_ : Int Int -> Int . 
op _*_ : NzInt NzInt -> NzInt . 
op quot : Int NzInt -> Int . 
op gcd : NzInt NzInt -> NzNat [comml . 
vars I J : Int . 
vars I' J' : NzInt . 
vars N' M' : NzNat . 
eq - -I=I. 
eq -o=o. 
eqI+O=I. 
eq M' +(- N') = if N' == M' then 0 else 
(if N' > M' then - d(N',M') else d(N',M')fi)fi) . 
eq (- I)+(- J> = -(I + J) . 
eqI*O=O. 
eqO*I=O. 
eq I *(- J) = -(I * J> . 
eq (- J>* I = -(I * J> . 
eq quot(O,I') = 0 . 
eq quot(- I',J') = - quot(I',J') . 
eq quot(I',- J') = - quot(I',J') . 
eq gcd(- I',J'> = gcd(I',J') . 
endo 
obj RAT is sorts Rat NzRat 
protecting INT . 
subsort Int < Rat . 
subsorts NzInt < NzRat < Rat . 
op _/_ : Rat NzRat -> Rat . 
op _/_ : NzRat NzRat -> NzRat . 
op -_ : Rat -> Rat . 
op -_ : NzRat -> NzRat . 
op _+_ : Rat Rat -> Rat [assoc COIIUU] .
op _*_ : Rat Rat -> Rat . 
op _*_ : NzRat NzRat -> NzRat . 
vars I' J' : NzInt . 
vars R S : Rat . 
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vars Fl' S' : NzRat . 
eq R /(FL' / SJ) = (R * S')/ R' . 
eq (R / R')/ S' = R /CR' * S') . 
ceq J' / I' = quot(J',gcd(J',I'))/ quot(I',gcd(J',I')) 
if gcd(J',I') =/= s 0 . 
eqR/sO=R. 
eqO/R'=O. 
eq R /(- R') = (- R)/ RJ . 
eq -(R / R') = (- R)/ R' . 
eq R +(S / RJ) = ((R * R')+ S)/ R' . 
eq R *(S / R') = (R * S)/ R' . 
eq (S / R')* R = (R * S)/ R' . 
endo 
obj CPX-RAT is sorts Cpx Imag NzImag NzCpx 
protecting RAT . 
subsort Rat < Cpx . 
subsort NzRat < NzCpx . 
subsorts NzImag < NzCpx Imag < Cpx . 
subsorts Zero < Imag . 
op _i : Rat -> Imag . 
op _i : NzRat -> NzImag . 
op -_ : cpx -> cpx . 
op -_ : NzCpx -> NzCpx . 
op _+_ : Cpx Cpx -> Cpx Cassoc comml . 
op _+_ : NzRat NzImag -> NzCpx Cassoc comml . 
op _*_ : cpx cpx -> cpx . 
op _*_ : NzCpx NzCpx -> NzCpx . 
op _I_ : Cpx NzCpx -> Cpx . 
op _# : cpx -> cpx . 
op 1-1-2 : Cpx -> Rat . 
op 1-1-2 : NzCpx -> NzRat . 
vars R S : Rat . 
vars R' R" S' S" : NzRat . 
vars A B C : Cpx . 
eqOi=O. 
eqC+O=C. 
eq (R i)+(S i) = (R + S)i . 
eq -CR' +(S' i)) = (- R')+((- S'>i) . 
eq -(S' i> = (- S'>i . 
eq R *(S i) = (R * S)i . 
eq (S i>* R = (R * S)i . 
eq (R i)*(S i) = -(R * S) . 
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eq C *(A + B) = (C * A)+(C * B) . 
eq (A + B)* C = (C * A)+(C * B) . 
eqR#=R. 
eq (R' +(S' i>># = R7 +((- S')i) . 
eq (S' i> # = ((- S') i) . 
eq I C I-2 = C * (C #I . 
eq (S' i>/ R" = (S' / R") i . 
eq (R' +(S' i>>/ R" = (R' / R")+((S' / R")i) . 
eq A /(R' i> = A *(((- s O)/ R')i) . 
eq A /(R" +(R' i>> = 
A *(CR" / I(R" +(R' i))l-2)+(((- R')/ l(R" +(R' i))l-2)i)) . 
endo 
obj QUAT-RAT is sorts Quat NzQuat J NzJ . 
protecting CPX-RAT . 
subsorts NzJ Zero < J < Quat . 
subsorts NzCpx < NzQuat Cpx < @at . 
subsort NzJ < NzQuat . 
0P -j : Cpx -> J . 
0P -j : NzCpx -> NzJ . 
op -_ : Quat -> Quat . 
op _+_ : Quat Quat -> Quat [assoc comml . 
op _+_ : Cpx NzJ -> NzQuat Cassoc comml . 
op _*_ : Quat Quat -> Quat . 
op _*_ : NzQuat Nzquat -> NzQuat . 
op _/_ : @at Nzquat -> quat . 
op _# : quat -> Quat . 
op 1-1-2 : Quat -> Rat . 
op 1-1-2 : NzQuat -> NzRat . 
vars 0 P Q : Quat . 
vars B C : Cpx . 
var C' : NzCpx . 
eqOj =O. 
eqq+O=q. 
eq -(C +(B j>> = (- C>+((- B)j) . 
eq (C j)+(B j) = (C + B)j . 
eq C *(B j> = (C * B)j . 
eq (B j)* C = (B *(C #>>j . 
eq (C j)*(B j) = -(C *(B #)) . 
eq Q *(Cl + P) = (9 * O)+(q * P) . 
eq (0 + P)* Q = (0 * Q)+(P * 4) . 
eq (P + q)# = (P #)+(Q #) . 
eq (C j)# = (- C)j . 
Order-sortrd alyehra I 
eq IQ 1^2=Q*(Q#) . 
eq 4 /CC’ j) = Q *((s 0 /(- C'>)j) . 
eq Q /CC +(C' j>> = Q *((CC #>/ ICC +(C’ j)) l-2) + 
(CC- C'>/ ICC +(C' j>>l^2)j)) . 
end0 
269 
*** now some test cases, preceded by some helpful notation 
obj TST is protecting QUAT-RAT 
ops 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : -> NzNat [memo] . 
eq 1= s 0 . 
eq 2 = s I . 
eq 3 = s 2 . 
eq 4 = s 3 . 
eq 5 = s 4 . 
eq 6 = s 5 . 
eq 7 = s 6 . 
eq 8 = s 7 . 
eq 9 = s 8 . 
endo 
reduce 3 + 2 . 
reduce 3 * 2 . 
reduce p p 3 . 
reduce 4 > 8 . 
reduce d(2,8) . 
reduce quot (7,2) . 
reduce gcd(9,6) . 
reduce (- 4)+ 8 . 
reduce (- 4)* 2 . 
reduce 8 /(- 2) . 
reduce (I / 3)+(4 / 6) . 
reduce I 1 +(2 i> l-2 , 
reduce I(1 +(3 i))+(l +((- 2) i>> l-2 . 
reduce (3 +((3 i>+((- 2) i)>> /((2 i)+ 2) . 
reduce (2 +((3 i)j))*((5 i)+(7 j>> . 
reduce (1 +((l i)j))/(2 j) . 
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